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* The best magazine for the serious CPC user.
‘ An Index oflhe above from issue I to 104.

* Telephone Helpline (indispensable).
* Bargin buys/wanted lists from the Market Stall.

* Discount ofl‘ goods from advertisers.
“ List ofPD discs, tapes) library books and services.
* Above all the advice, assistance and friendship fi'om

other WACCI members.

Benefit List By Emie (Wishlist)Ruddick

COPYRIGHT:WACCI 1997

Material may not be produced either in whole or in pan
without the prior consent of the copyright holders. WACCI
club members may fi'eely reproduce material for their own
use. No payment can be made for any material selected for
publication.

PRODUCTION METHOD

WACCI is created using Protext and Promerge on a
CPC6128. formatted and laid out using Microsofl Word
and Publisher on a PC, and printed on an Epson Stylus
Colour [1... for the moment anyway...

WACCI is printed and collated by:
ProntaPrintl I34 Foregate Street, Chester CHI IHB
Telephone: 01244 313222

WACCI is distributed by the Dwerryhouse who have now
got a sponge thingy and don’t have to lick the stamps
anymore - thank goodness.

WACC I: The club for AmstradCPC computer owners.

FRONT COVER: by Paul Dwerryhouse.

BOBMOFFATI' 01454 329875
Ma.tlerfile III, Marlena], Qua/inn and Protext.

Weekendx onlypleuxe.

FRANK FROST 01983 882197
I'D/5, (‘l’M. Pro/ext and WA( ‘(‘I Services.

4pm — I0pm.

MALCOLM BRABBIN
Basic progrwnming.

0152 716344

8pm - Ilpm hilt not Saturdays.

IAN NEILL 01926 337708
I'Iprom blim'ing. hardware, electronics and more.

6pm - I0pm.

MARK STEWARD 01773 822599
l’A WAdventure ( 'reator, Basic andgeneralhelp.

8pm - I0pm.

NIGEL MELLS 01784 211734
Tape to disc problems andBaric programming.

MIKE LYONS 01942 259942
Basic, Stop Press, Dk 'tronicxSpeech .Slvnth.

STUART GASCOIGNE 0117 9831361
Basic. Machine (701/0 andPI.) dixcx I9 lo 36.

JOHN HUDSON 01484 423252
MOI], ( 'I’JM, Words/or. Newword, dBASl'I, ('l’i’M Pl)

( 'l’( '—l’( 'W-l’( ' transfers.

CLIVE JACKSON
(.‘obal, Baxic, Bankman, Sorting, File handling

andApplicaliom‘programming.
37 Iirsex Road, Stamford, Lines, PICS) ILG

RICHARD AVERY
l'asword 464, Gpaint. Another World.

34 Marlborough View. ( ‘ove, l’arnborough, (11/14 9104

NIC RAYNER (MOBILE) 0850 992747
(‘I’( ‘ Emulators on the PC.

ARTH U RIANGELA COOK 01903 206739
Tape Library, Repairs. general (‘l’(‘and hatter.

A [1 day till I0pm

NB: This help-line isprovided on a voliintaiybasis by club
members to artist other members. Plume call between 7pm
and 9pm unless olherwise stated.
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l’aul Dwenjyhouse
Philip Dr'Rivhleau

Copy Date: 16 May [997

Hello everyone, its me, Paul Dwerryhouse, back again in the
famous pages of Thanks and Slufl'onee more. Bu! only for one
issue. You mighl have already spotted the changes up above so I 'd
beller g 'l on and tell you [he news...

THE N EWS
I’m afraid we had a double whammy in
the club this month. personnel issues
and membership levels. Let's look at
the personnel side first. Philip resigned
as Editor due to personal reasons. We
all thank you Philip for the splendid
work you did as Editor and we are all

pleased that you are staying on as Fair
Comment Editor.

That that
Richard Fairhurst has also decided to
step down, so we thank you Richard for

means, of course,

your brief stay helping the magazine
out. 1 don’t think it will be the last we
shall hear of Richard » good luck with

whatever you are doingmate.
John Bowley (/00!) has taken on

the job as Editor. assisted by Ron lzett.
Doug Webb will take over JB’s job as
Chairman I‘m staying right where I am
at the pennies and stampy end of the
club. 1 am only here as temporary
Editor to give JB somebreathing space.
Three weeks to produce your first issue
is a nightmare I know because I’ve

been there. John has seven weeks to
get up to speed, so lets wish him luck.

One final thing, lets make sure
that John and Ron have plenty to do,

so get those anicles rolling in.

MEMBERSHIP LEVELS
First lets give you a table of figures so
that you might understand what been
going on. Here are the last 12 months:

April l996..........351
May 1996 ........... 339
June I996 .. 334
July I996 327
August 1996 ...... 325
September 1996 .315
October 1996 ..... 308

November 1996 . 309
December 1996 .. 289
January I997 . .297
February 1997 ....286
March 1997 ...... 247

A steady decline with an alarming
drop at the end. Something clearly

had to be done. But what. Well, we
actually had thought of this day and
the one thing that a falling membership
won't cater for is printing the
[magazine in the fashion we do now.

We would have to drop down to
photocopying with maybe a staple in

the top corner. clearly losing the style
and class ot~ the magazine. In fact,
would it really be the WACCI mag?

At this point enter stage Iefi Brian

Watson with a sack full of ideas and a
bag full of enthusiasm. Brian will he
the new Publicity Office for the club,
Thank you Brian for helping out.
Membership has risen to 251, so we
are regaining the position somewhat.
So ifyou heard a rumor that WACCI
is closing — forget it. We intend to stay
here as long as you want a CFC club.

You will, no doubt, be told of the
progress being made by John next
month and I'm confident that the news
will be good news,

AND FINALLY...
Sony to have done this issue on a PC
but with the time available to me it

was the quickest solution for me. Well
it was good to back as your Editor
again - Never say never again - Paul!
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COMPETITION SPOT
Hello again everyone and welcome hack to your fabulous
eompetition spot. As you will have noticed there have been ajew
changes to your WA ( '( 'I and one oft/rem is that 1 have become the
riflieiul competition page setter. l was almost doing it all anyway
but Still relied on good ’01 John to set the page for me. Maybe
sometime I'll get him to show me how to do that formyselfbut until
then I '1! stick with him - bless his socks. (phew, what ’3' that pong/f)

ISSUE 107 - GUBBYS POSER
As promised here is one exampleof the
answer to Harry Gubbys poser. There
were lots of different options but the
one I have chosen was sent in by Martin
Bela who won himseli‘a prize.

Chosen number 9:
10 print 9/9
20 print (9+9)/9
30 print (9+9+9)/9
40 print (9+9+9+9)/9
50 pn'm (9+9+9+9+9)/9
()0 print (91-949 t9l'9'|'9)/9
70 print (9+9+9+9-i-9+9+9)/9
80 print (9+9+9+9 i79+9+9-i-9)/9
90 print 9
I00 print (9+9+9+9+9+9+9+9)l9
l 10 print (9+9+9+9+9+9+9+9)/9
120 prim (9+ 9+9+9+9+9+9y9
130 print (9+9+9+9+9+9)/‘)
140 print (949479191 9)/9
150 print (9+9+9+9)/9
160 print (9+9+9)/9
170 print 9/9
180 print 9—9

I hope this will help anyone out there
who couldn't make head nor tail of
what to do, I know I didn't! Anyway
Thank You Martin and Harry.

ISSUE 108 - PAULS POSER
The answers to this competition were.
Little Arrows was sung by Leapy Lee
and Joseph-Nicephore Niepce
produced the worlds first photographic
image.

And the winnerswere:
Peter (‘urgenven and Frank Smart.
Vouchers are on their way lads.
Thanks for all your entries and please
keep ‘cm coming.

ISSUE I09
As you may remember there was no
competition in this issue as I was
trying to catch up with all the answers
and winnersof past issues.

ISSUE [10 ANSWERS

QUIZ l - DON'T BE AFRAII)
. Confined Spaces
. Lightning
. Foreigners Carol.
Books

, Water
. Work
. Fire
. Number l3

9. Spiders
l0, Marriage

mqompwm—

QUIZ 2 - THINKINGCAPS ON
1. Omega 2. Richard Baker
3. Sculptor 4. It has no tail
5. King Camp Gillette
(i. Nitrogen & Oxygen
7 Seaweed 8. Four
9. less 10. Frans Hals
l l. Brazil 12. California

The questions and answers for this
quiz were taken from Michael
Barrymores Strike it Lucky
Quizbook.

QUIZ 3 - HALLS OF FAME
1. Rainbow 2. Egg
3. Yolk folk 4. Tortoise
5. Goblins 6. Golden
7. Prince 8. Hawk
9. Galactic IO, Seymour
l I, Brothers 12. Bubble
13. Addams 14 Chase
l5. Monsters

Thisquiz earned David Hall a prize for
setting the questions. The winners of
Issue “0 competition spot are:

* lst Pat Whitmarsh*
* 2nd ChristineRaisin *

* 3rd Frank Smart *

Well done to you all, Your vouchers
are on their way.

APRILS ISSUE lll
Did you spot the April Fools gags? I

wasn't taken in by anything, Mind you
that's only because I'm not computer
minded and wouldn’t understand the
joke when it's right under my nose!

ISSUE [12 - BACKTRACK
All questions refer to Apn'l Issue 1 l l.
I . Who experiencedR()Mbubulatiims?
2. What did Speed/oakAssociates say
it would take to copy their 6K
protection?
3. What is the number printed on the
copy mod chip in John Reillyx
diagram?
4‘ What will youfiml on PD disc ()0?

Easy peasy lemon squeezy eh!

Answers by the end of the month. Ta.
Vouchers valued at £10, £8 and £6 for
the winners. These can be used at any
time for WACCI goods and services
but NOT for
subscriptions.

payment of

Seezyanext month. Carol
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FA R COMMENT;
PHILIP "TIGER" DIRICHLEAU & FRANK NEATHERWAY

3 GLEBE CLOSE, RAYLEIGH, ESSEX SSS 9HL

Well guess who it is" here, yep me. I appear to be doing it all this-
month. This will give l’hilip a decent break from editing duties. I
might be able to answer the odd question but I hope l’hilip will
pick up on the ones I can '1 next month. So on with I"( ‘ —l’uul.

WHAT’S GOING ON THEN?
Hello Richard, it's me again. Mosl of
you lot out there will have no doubt
read the front page of WACCI and

probably know now that the WACCI
club and mag is coming to the end of its
very long life. I know that most of you
will be surprised and shocked at the
news But I also know that it is NOT

the time to panic. There will still be
WACCL the public domain library.
With contributions from some closed
and some open libraries (Sheepsofi,
Sleep- walker PD and such like)
WACCl will literally become the
BIGGEST Public Domain library in

Europe and also an occasional
newsletter will be published. John
Bowley talked to me about Philip
maybe tuming WACCI into a disczine

so there is still hope. At the time I am

writing this letter (Sunday 30th March)
I have found out from Philip about the
closure ofWACCI so you could say I

was one of the first people in the know
about it.

I am shocked about it. But, I have
realised (during the evening) that there
is really no need to be that upset about
it. Of course you will be upset but if

you think about the other ways that
WACCI and its members are going to
benefit from this you will soon see that
this may be for the best! WACC]will be

centred on BTL — in other words most
ofits advertisingwill be done through
that disczine which is an action that I

can commend Philip for. Also the fact
that he is going to take over the
running of the WACCI PD library
shows that he's not going to give up
without a fight! Who knows maybe
one day WACCI will have enough
fiinds to Stan up the magazine again
and the club as well? I have been a
member ofWACCl for 2 years now.
Without it I would be SO technically

incompetent. That was my present
state before I came into contact with
WACCI. The friendly nature of the
club appealed to me and has helped
me to come to grips with the
intricacies of the Amstrad (‘PC
admirably.

Of course there are a few people
I have to commend for their wisdom
and kindness; always helpful ever
patient. Paul Dwerryhouse for putting
up with my untimely phone calls‘

Philip DiRichleau for his patience in

dealing with my inquiries; he never
once complained about my
questioning and he shall remain an
eternal friend ofmine.

Most importantlyof all John and

Carol Bowley. Without the constant
reassurance off John ] probably
wouldn‘t be writing now and as for

(‘arol thanks for listening to me
complaining about my GCSEs So
come on guys it could be worse; look
on the bright side of Iife'

Adieu

Sajad Hussain

PS. If anyone wants to be penpals or
just wants to talk CFC:—

l l l Ralph Road, Saltley, Alum Rock
Birmingham BS INA

<<Dear Sajad, thanks for the letter
and as you can see, we are in
better shape than originally
thought. So what is the story
behind this letter. Simple. it was
me sounding the alarm bells.

You willha ye seen the table of
membership figures and know
why / sounded those bells.
WACC/ life is comfortable with
around the 300 members mark
but changes would need to put
into place as membership
approaches 225. We were
preparing for these changes. The
only thing that you can predict
from that table is that numbers
were going down. But let’s notget
too carried away here. WACC/
closing, that was never our
intention. Sure, if the magazine
changed format, could we call it a
magazine in the proud tradition of
the clubmagazine. No, we felt that
a club newsletter would be a
better descnpt/‘on.

If numbers continued to hall
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then the amountofwork carriedout
by file various members that help
the club so efficient/y, would fall as
well. Hence the idea of a smaller
numbers running the club. If
membership collapsedso low, then
maybe only one person would be
needed. But we haven’t got there
yet.

Philip, John and myself
decided to let the news of the clubs
troubles become public domain as
soon as possible This caused a
great debate within the club and so
many very good ideas have come
out of that debate. I throw that
debate open to all. Let us know
what your feeling are and, indeed,
what should be done to get
numbers backup again.

in: not too sure / discussed
WACC/ becoming centred on 3TL

with anybody. It seems that open
debate throws up things that are
not much to some members liking
but I urge members not to believe
anyarmors that theymayhere. We
shall be open and hank about the
situation as it develops and keep
you informed through the pages of
WACCI.

So, let’s try and get life back to
normal as quickly as we can after
these changes and problems. On
my part I have advertised the club
on the Internet and reponses are
coming in at the rate ofabout one
a day. Brian Watson is putting
together a mailingshot for Comsoft
and WACC/ tlyers will go out with
thatmail shot. Fingers crossed the
responses are good. -Paui»

SCANNERS CAN BE FUN
Dear Richard, Philip & the gang. In

reply to Anthony Taylor’s letter I have
used on occasion the Dart scanner. The
scanner itself fits onto the print head of
the DMP2000 printer, this is connected

to the interface housed in a small box
which plugs onto the expansion port
of the CPC 6128. On the top of the
interface is the brightnesscontrol pot.
With the printer switched off and the
scanner head fitted, gently push the
printer head to the leftmost position
and fit the switch vane. This is a small
piece of plastic which attaches to the

printer base with a sticky pad and

must be set correctly so that the
switch vane enters into the slot in the
scanner head; this is used to inform

the software when a line has been
scanned in. Afler this has been set up
the computer and printer can be
switched on and the sofiware loaded.

After loading a menu appears at
the top of the screen. Place the
original to be copied in the printer
with the top under the scanner head
and press the S key to select scanning.
You can choose the scan area either
one screen of approx. 8" by 5" or two
screens which increase the scan area
to approx 8" by 10". You can enlarge
the scanning by altering the
magnification but this reduces the
scan size. As the picture is being
scanned you may have to adjust the

brightness control to get a clear copy.
ifthe original isjust two tone then the
reproduction will be good but if the
picture is say from a newspaper then

you will have to adjust the brightness
as the picture is being scanned to get
the best result.

Afier scanning the image can be

saved to disc and printed out. Some

editing fimctions are provided but
since the scanned image is saved as a
normal Anisdos screen (you can
display it with LOAD
"filename.bin",&C000 from BASIC)
convert it using Microdesign Plus and

make use of the better editing
facilities. Also the screen can be
loaded into Advanced Art Studio if

you wish to add colour.
0n the whole the Dan scanner is

a worthwhile piece of equipment,
the better

facilities of Microdesign\Advanced
coupled with editing

Art Studio you can produce some
good quality images. Yours sincerely.

Martin Beddall
Wombourn

P.S. l. The WACCl magazine looks
different (read much better) with
PowerPage Professional, I’m looking
forward for its release.
P.S. 2. Can you still get the WACCl
binders and if so from whom & how
much?

Thanks for a wonderful mag (creep
creepl).

<<Dear Martin, thanks for the
information regarding the Dart
Scanner, it gives a very clear and
concise overviewof the scanner. /
have a small (105mm wide
scanning width) scanner attached
to my PCand itgets well used.

The results of PowerPage
Professional (apparently it runs on
anAppleMacas well) didproduce
an interesting magazine. This
month sees the turn of a PC to
knock out the magazine. Some
food for thought for John eh!

WACC/ binders are now
available at the price of£3.99 and
can be orderedfrom JohnBowley.
For those who haven’t taken up
this wonderful offer don’t know
what they are missing. The
binders are red with WACC/ in
gold lettering and look good on
yourbookshelf.

You may creep as much as
you like, compliments do help
those members that toil hard for
the club and l, for one, appreciate
them. —Paul>>
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TIMES ARE CHANGING
Dear WACCI,
to you wonderful people at WACCI
HQ again. It's been a long time.

WACCI is still an excellent read and I

really look forward to it dropping
through the letter box each month,
Which brings me onto the point of this
letter. is it time for WACCI to become
bi-monthly?(Stands back out of the line
offirelll). 1 seem to be reading between
the lines just how much effort is put

It's about time I wrote

into producing the magazine on a
monthly basis, and sometimes a hint of
fmstration seems to appear, what with

looming deadliness and the
chasing up of articles etc.
ever

You guys and gals have your own
lives to lead as well haven’t you? None
of the members want to see you burn
out, Talking of burn out, have i fueled

a discussion here? Let's see what other
members think. Finally, a techy
question for Richard, can I run an
Amstrad MP3 TV Tuner with the

original 464 colour monitor (CTM640)
or do I have to have a 6128 monitor
(CTM644)?

Best wishes
Colin Hazel]

«Aye-up Cal/n, you seem to
written atjust the right time. lhope
we get loads ofdebate on this. / for
one would like the magazine kept
month/y but with a break for the
Editor once or twice a year.
Perhaps we should have a holiday
Editor — any ofi‘ers?

Sorry I can ‘1‘ answer your
quesu‘on but I‘m sure somebody
will tell us. A more technical bod
(Philip) will be back next month to
sortmatters like this out. —Paul>>

DRIVE YOU CRAZY
Dear Richard, Many thanks for the
instructions for converting a PC 3.5"
drive to Amstrad usage. We no doubt

that under normal circumstances this
perfectly, BUT

unfortunately, having searched the
interior of MY drive, even with a

would work

large magnifying glass, [ have to
conclude that I seem to have
something different. l understood my
drive to be a bog—standard model,
designed to plug in with no problems,
but as far as I can see, the PCB is as
smooth and unblemished as a baby's
wotsit and there ain‘t no jumper leads
or solder pads nor yet anything
labeled DC or RY on either side ofthe
two PCBs. There are a multitude of
Rs and likewise Cs in profusion, but
nothing that remotely looks as if it
could be changed, not least by a
fumble—listed fellow like me!

The device appears to be made
by CITIZEN, Japan; it also says
"TUV Product service“ with an odd
logo carrying the legend "Bauan
Geprofi" (? it‘s very small); a number,
OSDA-ZOE—U; and a couple of
trademarks which I can't reproduce
here, but one looks like SA in a part
circle. So, what do I do now? (Apart
from buying a new drive, that is!) I

suspect running away would be a
viable option,

Ron lzett
Ponterwyd

<<Hello there Ron. First of all
thanks for continuing to support
the Editor in formatting articles.
You did a splendidjob for me and
I know John will find you a life
saver.

lknow fora fact thatyouhave
a new disc drive from Ange/a
Cookbecause /only spoke to you
a fewdays back.

With regard to your none
working 3.5” dn've, haveyou tried
a hammer?-Paul>>

INTERESTING?
Dear Richard, How strangel, "P.C. in
our time". Some couple ofmonths ago
I wrote to WACCI to inquire whether
they produced a Mag within the Club
on PCs or whether they could
recommend one. I have not read an

answer to this query, which I presume
is understandable.
whether I should write this letter,

i do not know

anyway, here goes. “Yes i have now

got a P.(‘.", out of the blue this came
as a complete surprise as a present
from one of the grandchildren: I

thought this rather wonderful also,
There was also the dreaded thought
that I now had to learn, master or
whatever the technics of the PC.
world: after the wonderful world of
my faithful reliable Amstrad 6128 l did

truly dread the thought of going over
to the PC. This to a point has now
been accomplished, yes I am into the

PC. Windows world, at this moment
oftime, to a very limited standard, I
have received what I believe to be

very sound advice, “use it for just
what you need it for". You will find

that you will be adding other works
and much further interests to your
computer learning without thinking

them. If this
incomprehensible, so be it, but it
about sounds

appears to be happening.
if you have continued to read this

preamble to this point I should
perhaps give an explanation, the
reason of the letter, in this month's
WACCI ll l, "PCs in our time". The
two opinions put forward have reason
for debate, Angie has made some very
good points, it is without doubt time
to reflect on the CPC, and the
continued life thereof. 1 think it is

certain the life span of the CPC is fast

shortening and the Club should really
be preparing for this change. I agree it

will take a considerable time as yet for
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this to come about but there is nothing
so sure. The “WACCI” club has built

up a good following: is it not possible
to include, for a start, two or three
pages with PC talk, information, and or
questions? Yes, one would have to
ensure this did not take over the whole
of the Magazine for the foreseeable
future, but I am confident the Team of

"WACCI" presenters
would keep a very strict watch on this
hardworking

point; but at the same time be ready and
prepared for the change when the time
is ripe. I do take the points that Jack has
put forward, and yes, those who have
gone over to PCs are going to support
Angie's view. I still think, the old Scout
motto "Be Prepared" would be a good
line to adopt at this stage.

Well there is one opinion, I am sure
there are many more to follow but
unless they are discussed, put fonvard,
written about, shared or whatever, the
presenters of WACC I will, I am sure
and with respect, be out on a limb. I

await with apprehension a certain
amount of fear as to what opposition
this letter will be received with but it

may at least be the result of the business
being discussed for the good of the
club. "Wait for it".

Sincere thanks for past help: I send
off my cheque to Paul at Hawarden this
coming week for fiirther 5 months
subscriptions ofWACCI, even though
I have committed the unforgivable,

Tom Litherland
Gwynedd

<<Hi Torn, gosh you are as
naughtyme with all this talk ofPCs
and Windows. Well, one of your
ideas interestedme.

Should the club members that
use PCs produce a
magazine/newsletter to air their
problems, share knowledge etc. In
this way the content of WACCI

would remain mostly CPC and
only those that want to read
PC/VV/ndows related article could
do so.

If there was enough support
within the club then I would he
prepared to be involvedtoget the
thing moving. One point, of
course, no WACCI funds would
have to go into this. It must be
funded separately by those
membersjoining “PC WACCI”.

Well what do you think. Ifyou
are a PC owner and would
welcome support then let me
know (post, the electric telephone
or the WEB) and I’ll compile a list
of names to see if enough of us
exist. One wonders just how
many WACCI members are not
with us now because nothing
existed in WACC/ to satisfy their
needs.

Well those are my (very new)
thoughts on PCs and WACCI.
Over to you PC lot once more.
—Pau/>>

EMU TIME FOLKS
Dear Friends, Firstly » thanks to all
who keep WACCI going - I enjoy
hearing it come through the letter—box

and it gets better from then on,
especially now that l have learned
how to open the envelope and read
the contents. I started membership
around issue 40 and these magazines

the most frequently
consulted in my bookcase, The Index
are among

is a very useful thing indeed.

With that in mind - cheque
enclosed for renewal of subscription —

can you pass it on please? This is for
issue ill and onwards. 4. Done,
I-rank. Question. Has anyone
done a review of PD Disc I I3 - the
emulator 7| have bought a copy and

loaded it into the PC but I still do not
understand it well enough to make it

work with programs from the
Amstrad that I already have, and

saw'ng those programs via the PC . ,

difficulty is

programs over from 3" Amstrad disks
via 3.5" Amstrad format to 3.5" PC
format, (‘an it make the PC able to
read AMSDOS format 3.5" disks? I

have not been able to do so yet.
HELP PLEASE?

The reason for asking is that even
when my 6128 finally dies I'd like to
be able to use all the progs that I have

bought/borrowedlwritten for Arnold -

Biggest transferring

though I suppose that I would have to
This

would free my stock of 3" discs which
transfer them all to 3.5" discs . .

I would then be happy to donate to the
club.

Next question - These progs that
l have here — If I listed them out would

anyone be interested in having the
originals for the Library? (Or is that
breaking the Copyright Law?) Next -
I have a pile of 'AA's and a few

‘Computing with the Amstrad' - any
use to the Library or to anyone else?
There is also a load ofAA cover—tapes
if they are of interest.

Someone mentioned Multiface 2

in the last WACCl. I bought a copy of
the ‘lnsider‘ program fi'om Romantic
Robot: never used it as it's a bit

beyond me. So if the club would like
it I'll send it along.

Any licensed Radio Amateurs or
SWLs in the Club? If so, 735 de
G4CZA. Lastly - a plug for
MiniOflice. [ actually like this suite of
progs. I am treasurer of a Winemakers
Club and have kept the accounts on
the MO Spreadsheet for the last 5

years with no problems. Membership
details are on the Database (with the

permission of the members to comply
with the Data Protection Act), and the
Balance Sheet is typed on the word

processor. I have a spare instniction
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book so if anyone needs it I‘ll pass it on
via yourselves.

Sorry this letter is not on disc but I

have yet to find out how to change
discs in 'Word forWindows'. The PC is

not nearly as good as Arnold in that
respect —-— Au revoir.

K.J.Newman(aka G4CZA)
St Albans

<<DearKJ, Gladyou keep on liking
your club and I’m pleased you are
now able to open the envelope.
Tricky little things aren’t they.

Quite a bithas been written on
these emulators and Mo Raynor
did an article on how to get it all up
and running. Check the Index to
locate the article (sorry I’m a bit
pushed for time to research it now
but it was twelve to eighteen
months ago If my memory serves
me well (which it doesn’t usually) it
should help work wonders foryou.

Ifyou sendyour listofsoftware
to John Bow/ey then I'm sure John
would be happy to place them in
the Software Library. It also
includes magazines so list them as
well — taeverso.

To make MS Word documents
available for Protext to read,
instead of saving as a Word
document, use Save As and MS
DOS text with Layout. It works fine
for me. Make sure the MS DOS
disc is a 720K but you know that
Doscopy can them be used on the
CPC to copy to AMSDOS format
discs. Golly Gosh, that’s more PC
tips in WACCI -Paul>>

AND FINALLY...
I would like to thank all those members
that offered help during the last month.
I’m sure that with such commitment to
the club around, WACCI has a very
long life yet,

Take care ll” J’mrli

CLUB EMAIL

From: keithwjoneatagentemriseflet(Keith WJonm)
To: DWERRYI’HWOLCUM

Paul,

Iwas amemberofWA(X ,‘lfor along time, you have already publishedmy
sale list once and (1"yml can see it has gone down considerably I still have
thefollrmtng left ifanyone is interested

Regardt'

Keith

HARDWARE

SOFI'WA RE

MAGAZINES

BOOKS

Contact: Keith Jones, 57 CliffRoad, Worlebury, Weston

CPC SALE LIST

CPC 6128 computer with colour monitor
Joystick
Light Pen

Cbasic CompilerDigital Research
MAP Ledger . PCW Integrated Accounts
CFC/PCW ScratchPad Plus - Caxton
20 Games on tape
ElectronicMusic Utility — Discovery
Various games on disc, each
Maxidos& Procopy — Microstyle
Bonzo Blitz — Nemesis
Bonzo Super Meddler & Hack Pack

WACCI issues 24, 32 & 40 — 92
50 Magazines, Amstrad Action
and Amstrad Computer User,

DynamicGames For The Amstrad
Basic ProgrammingOn The Amstrad
Computers
The AmstradOmnibus
Amstrad Micro Guide
The Amstrad CPC Disc System

Super Mare, 13822 9813

Telephone 01934 4 l 8000

£65
£3

£12

£8
£8
£5

£6
£5

£2
£5
£5
£5

£5

£5

£3

£4

£4
E I

£4
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PROGRAMMERQ' PATCH
By Matthew and Stephen Phillips

Since this article was written in Lent, we are offering more frugal
fore in the form of'u meagre ration of machine code and an
unusually short introduction. The headings are from articles in this
monthit guest publication, RIM ' l ls'er magic/he.

RADIAL PALETI‘ES
Although there have been many articles
about BASIC over the years, and a few
about machine code. there have been
hardly any about how to use the two
together. The advantage of BASIC is
that it is easy to write and debug, and
there is no need to worry about how
and where your variables are stored.
Machine code wins on speed and better
use of memory. There are also many
things that cannot be done with BASIC
alone,

[00 MEMORY&8FFF:a=&9000:FOR
x:0 TOI0:READ a$IPOKE a+x,
VAL("&"+a$):NEXT
l 10 PR]NT"Enter number(l to 255)";
: INPUT x

120 CALL&9000,x:PRlNT
[30 GOTO l [0
I90 DATA DD,46,00,3E,40,CD,5A ,

BB,I0,FB.C9

DD 46 00 LB B,(IX+0)
3E 40 LD A,"@"
CD SA BB loop: CALL BBSA
l0 FB DJNZ loop
C9 RET

Figure 2

BASIC and machine code together can
be a very powerfiil combination. If the
speed-critical pans of a program are
convened into machine code and the

rest lefl as BASIC, you can end up
with almost as good a result as if the
whole lot were written in machine
code, but with much less hassle.

This month we will take a quick
look at the essentials of how to get
BASIC and machine code to work
together, then next time we will see
how this applies to our disc menu.

TURNING THE WORLD GREY
Some pieces of machine code stand

happily on their own, such as using
CALL &BB4E to reset parts of the
screen. Oflen though we need BASIC
and machine code to communicate.
For example you might want a
BASIC variable to al’fect what the
machine code does. The obvious way
to do this would be to POKE the
value of the variable into a memory
location, and then the machine code
could read that location and act on the
information.

Figure 2 gives a better method.
The BASIC program pokes in the
machine code in line 190. The lower

box lists the machine code in assembly
language, so that you can see what it

does.
The program asks for a number

from the user, x, and then prints that

many "@" characters. When the
machine code is called, using CALL
&9000, the value ofx is simply tagged
on the end afler a comma. Before

passing control to the machine code,
BASIC arranges these parameters into
a block in memory, and loads the [X

register with the address ofthis block.
The A register is set up to indicate
how many parameters there are. If we
did the following:

CALL&9000,o,4,&CDEF

then when the machine code started,
the A register would be equal to 3, to
tell us the number of parameters
passed, and IX would point to a list of
the parameters. There are two bytes
for each parameter, and the last one in

the CALL command comes first in the
list! In this example it would look like
this:

(IX+0)EF(IX+|)CD
(IX+2)04(IX+3)00
(IX+4)06(IX+5)00

Have a look at the machine code in

Figure 2. The number x will be stored
at ([X+0), as it is the last parameter in
the list. lfit were bigger than 255 then

part of the numberwould be at (IXH)
as well. but we have ignored this case.
The number is loaded into the B

register. and then a loop is executed to
print the "@" characters.

CHANGING THE LIGHT
Suppose we want to return a value to
BASIC from the machine code?
Again, the obvious way would be to
store the value in a particular memory
location which could then be PEEKed
by BASIC,

Figure 2.7 gives a more flexible
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method. The machine code is called
with CALL &9000,@c°o. c% is an
integer variable. The "@" in fi'ont

means that instead of passing the value
of c%, we are passing the address in

memory at which it is stored. The idea
is that if we alter the contents of this
address, we can alter the value ot‘c“ o,

Try the followingcommands in BASIC:

c%=5
PRINT @c%
PRINT PEEK(@c%)

As @c% is the address at which c% is

stored, PEEK(@c°o) is the value of
0%. Now try:

POKE@c%,7
PRINT con

and as if by magic, c% has changed!
The program in figure 2.7 uses this
technique. The variable's address is

loaded into HL, and then the firmware
call to read a character from the screen
is used. The value retumed in A is then
saved in the BASIC variable before
going back to BASIC.

Note that
address we pass must already exist.

That is why line l20 sets c% to zero
before calling the machine code.

the variable whose

A DOODLE TRANSFORMED
Actually, that isn't quite the whole
story, as afler saving A in the address
pointed to by HL, the machine code

goes on to put zero in the next byte of
memory. This is because of the way
integer variables are stored.

The basic unit of storage is a byte,
which can hold a number from 0 to 255.
Ifwe want to store bigger numberswe
need more bytes. A good analogy is to
look at the familiar decimal numbers. A

single digit can express the numbers 0—

9, ten different numbers in all. To

express bigger numbers we use
another digit, giving us ten times as
many numbers again: the hundred
different numbers from 0 to 99. We
write the "tens" before the "units".
The
significant" than the units because
they help us to express bigger
numbers.

"tens" are termed "more

100 MEMORY&8FFF: a=&9000:
FOR x=0 T0 13: READ a$IPOKE
a+x,VAL(“&“+a$):NEXT
l IO MODE 2:PRINT"Bunnymen’I
120 c0FOILOCATE I, I :CALL

&9000,@c°u
130 PRINT:PRINT"The letter at the
top lefi of the screen is a ;CHR$(c%)
I90 DATA DD,66,0l ,DD,6E,00,
CD,60,BB,77,23,36,00,C9

DD 66 01 LB I-I,(IX+I)
DD 6E 00 L0 L,(IX+0)
CD 60 BB CALL B360
77 LI) (HL),A
23 INC HL
36 00 L0 (HL),0
C9 RE'I‘

Figure 2.7

In the same way using two bytes
enables us to store 65536 (=
256*256) numbers from 0 to 65535.
The more significant byte, which
allows us to store numbers bigger
than 255, is placed alter the first byte
in memory, unlike the way we write
decimal numbers, where the more
significant digits come first.

Amstrads put the most significant
byte afier the least significant byte
because that is how the Z80 processor
controlling our computers prefers it.

This method is called "Little Endian"
arrangement, to be contrasted with
"Big Endian", as used by the Apple
Macintosh among others, and not to

be confused with anything to do with
boiled eggs. For numbers smaller than
256, the second byte will always be
zero, so as we are returning a value
between 0 and 255, we need to set the
second byte to zero just to make sure
we overwrite any previous value. For
example, ifwe had done

c%:2000:CALL &9000,@c%

then we would get back some very
funny results if we didn't zero that
second byte.

The reason we keep using integer
variables is that variables without the
percentage sign (real variables), are
stored in a more complicated way
using five bytes rather than two, so it

makes it much easier just to stick to
integers.

FEATURES MUCH MISSED
Integer variables themselves are not
really quite as simple as we just made
out, as instead of using the two bytes
to store numbers from 0 to 65535,
they store numbers from 32768 to
32767,

You will very rarely need to
know exactly how they are stored. If
you are passing a value to machine
code, BASIC looks afier the storing
of the value in the buffer. When
returning a value from machine code
to BASIC, ifit is a single byte value
held in an 8—bit register we just use the
same technique as Figure 2.7. If the
value was held in a 16bit register pair
such as DE or HL, then usually we
will get the right results just by

plonking it straight back into the two
bytes of the integer variable.

For example, the firmware call

&BBC6 sets DE and HI. to the x and

y position of the graphics cursor,
either of which could be negative. To
return the x co-ordinate to a BASIC
integer variable, we would simply put
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the contents of the E register into the
first byte, and the contents of D into the
second. The negative numberswill look
afier themselves.

SMALL BUT INDISPENSABLE
String variables are stored in a very
difi‘erent way from integers. if you have
a string variable a$, then @a$ gives us
the address of the string descriptor
block for 358. The string descriptor
block is three bytes long, and the first

byte is the length ofa$. Try it out:

a$="Hello"
PRINT PEEK(@a$)

The next two bytes give us the address
at which the actual characters in the

It is basically a very slow way of
doing PRINT a$.Figure2.71 puts this
knowledge into practice with another
little example to read a character ofi~
the screen.

100 MEMORY
&8FFF’a:&9000:FOR x=0 TO
142READ a$zPOKE

a+x,VAL("&"+a$);NEXT
l l0 MODE 2:PRINT"SilIy string"
120 a$=" ":LOCATE l,l :CALL
&9000,@a$
[30 PRINT:PR[NT"The letter at the
top left of the screen is "‘_a$

190 DATA DD.66.0I,DD,6E,00,23.
5E,23,56,(‘D,60,BB,12,C9

DD 66 or L0 H,(IX+I)

There is quite a bit more to string
handling than you might think. Afier

you have run the above program, list
it again. and have a close look at line
120. An interesting effect, isn't it?

Next month we will run over the
main points of how to handle BASIC
strings in machine code, and go over
the machine code for our disc menu.

In the meantime, have fun playing
around with some of the examples,
and see what else you can come up
with.

Matthew and Stephen

Qoi"??9)string are stored. The following 2D3lellée-(I)LLD L,(IX+0) A
commands put this address into the SE LD E,(HL) . .variable addr, and then print out the 23 INC HL
characters in the string. 56 LD D.(HL)

CD 60 BB CALL 3360 '
7 12 LD (DE),Al 'th—PEEK 3em” (693$) C9 RET

addr=PEEK(@a$+1)+256*PEEK(@a$
+2) Figure 2.7l
FOR z=0 T0 length-11PRINT
CHR$(PEEK(addr+z));:NEXT

SBITTHEMAGAZINE FORALLSBIT COMPUTER USERS
YeI. Ifyou‘vegotaCPC or aS“.Reflex-8Pow,Sam,on-whatever...“iti- an8-bit.at heart,8311‘ l- foryou
Source- ofSamara andHardware.Repair-en.ClubNew-etc.

only£3.00perh-ueTrl—monflnly
From:BrianWat-on“warden.39m5]:Smut.Sutton,ELY.Canal:-Cm2“

Tel: 01353 7'7'7006Email:Brianfi-phemoid.demon.co.uk

File-mapping, E—mall.MP. Bent.BuyI.

SD MlCROSYS’l‘EMS
(Dept Z) PO Box 24, Altlebomugh

Norfolk NR] 7 IHL. Tel (01953) 483750

The CPC, PCW and PC Specialists.

Sofiware:
Wide range oi‘programs including
Business/Accounts. Payroll, Word
Processing/DTP,Databases. Utilities
plus a budget range from only £5 .00,
all available on 3", 3.5" and 5.25" disc.

AUTHORISEDLOCOMOTIVEDEALERS AND
TASMAN SOFTWARERANGE S'I'OCKIS'I‘S.

Supplies:
Blank Discs. Lockable Boxes, Printer
Cables and Ribbons, Labels and more.

NEW! 3" DRIVE REVIVERKl'l‘....£l0.00
Drivc bell, Cleaner. DIY instructions.

Hardware:
3.5" Disc Drive packages from £75.00
24 pin Colour Printers from £199.00

Disk u-ansfer serviceCI’COPCWOPC
Send a SAE for our current catalogue
stating computer type and disc size.
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WACCI
on
THE

WORLD

WEB

pages
bg:

Maflhew
Phflhps

Articlel“l\'.\u\nhnl'\:t‘l’t"'l /
IDE

Paul
fl ,. WEB Dwerrghouse

Well I though! this was to be my 1:. mCC]: Ute WorldwideAmstrad cPc User Club a HE! B
only contribution to this month '5' Out! «um cm: can «I! ha: In: A
mag :ine —just Shows you what lmp M15515 ox acmmmmmmm j] emu-nun
thought did. It only thought it
did 'l'hix is not meant to be a I’( 7

related Internet article but
simply to xhuw you what
Matthew hux donefhr the club.
We .vhrmld all thank him for this
contribution this‘ It) the club.
()fl'we go...

INTRO
I‘ve only been on the WEB for about

Ill II.one month now but, as you can

wowWw:WAéCI on
World Wide Web
(Lurk Index
Mtge! @Ldpfi -- inflation; -- Escrgrows
andMagannes ,Evcnts PD Libra WACCI
minutes

“/1121! is W'ACCI?

warm .5 the UK‘s only serious monthly cpc
magma, and ts the premier cpc club

(OK. so what's a CPC‘?) .I—imagine, the very first search I did was

a. meet PD Library e BE”!
out: «man out! om «I: he: Inn’s

Jermain:
. ' The PD Library

[mat/mus ox acLII-WWWrtml

each group ofdtscs ts available Born a dtflercnt
supplier. but to make It tamerfor nonmembers.
orders should be directed to

John Bowley
97 Ttrrirgwn
Bretton
Peterborough
PE3 9XT
United Kindom

The “9661 PD
Software
Library

Telephone +44 1733 260616

The PD library IS usually dwided mm sections. and

for WACCl. It was so easy to find but

then how many organisations in the
world are called WACCI‘.’ I think we

1 are unique.
So what you get when you have

called the WACCI address is its home

a“ page, From here you can select
various other pages. When I say a

page I should say that it can be just a
screen or something you can scroll
down for ever,

The WACC l home page is shown
above. It needs scrolling to see it all so
I‘ve just grabbed the top ofthe page,
or a screen full, to show you, The
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4'1. WACCI: The Worldwide Amstrad CPC User Club E IE”:
{NH em osrnr out” an: rim In:

downturn
A

[Hm/met:01,31: Mcmmwmi

Back toWACCI...

Founded in October 1986, by JelfWalker, the club is _l
owned by the members, and run by the membersfor the
members All you have to do is subscribe to the monthly

magazme. The magazine 15 a lighquality monochrome
A4 publication, typeset and edited entirely on CPCs It is
usually around thirty pages long, and notmuch of that is
adverts Either!

-_

As an aside, Bill Noble (NZ
member) lives in Mangakino. Philip
could not find it on his map so Bill

sent him one, You must remember the
front cover on issue 104. Well l did a
WEB search on the name Mangakino
and found the WEB pages referring to
the town including a beautiful aerial
photograph. They call the town New
Zealand’s best kept tourism secret, no
wonder Philip couldn't find it. 1 think
it a good example of just how useful

the WEB can be, so much data at your
finger tips. Oh, I’d better get back to
the WACCI pages before I get too[— carried away.

underlined options under Quick Index
are the other various pages available.

Above is a bit of the home page
with background data on the club and
details. Opposite is the User Group’s
page and I’ve selected Brian Watson’s
popular SBIT magazine as a sample of
what's on the list.

Below are details of the WACC]
helpline and the Email helpline available
via the WEB, The FAQ file was used by
Ron lzett some time ago for a mini

series in the magazine. I may copy some
of the latest stufi‘ down, ifof interest to
the club, and let you see it for yourself.

ti, Erna/l Helpline :1 HEE

r‘i. User Groups and Magazines for Amstrad 8-bit computers t'lHEE
‘1“ 9m CHE 9m fl- 7” I“'UMMDick here In go back WWW

A
tolhepiemm

8 Bit

Editor:
Brian Watson
Hat/mode»
39 High Street
Suttomin-thc-Islc
E17

Cambndgeshire
CB6 ZRA
UnitedKingdom

The magnum: for all 84»: users, every two months. A4 format File-swapping, DTP, best buys,
sources ofsoflware and hardware,repairers, club new, etc. Price for one Issul: is 2 UKP (UK)
or 3 UK? (rest ofthc world) You can subsenbe too for 10 issues for 25 UK?

[—
l’m afraid that, to the best of my

our em not out! 0“ 7m 1m
domains

A
limimsmxwmmmnm
The Helpline
One of the useful features ofWACCI is its telephonehelpline a list ofvohmteerswho are
prepared to be telephonedby memberswho are having problemswith their complntr, need
admce, or Just want a that

The Email Helpline is the WOW equivalent. Ifyou need help With your AmstradCPC or
PCW, try one ofthe names below Ifyou would like to volunteer, andhave your name added to
the list, just Bllin the@
In order to avoid helpline membersbeing inundatedWith requests, it is probablya good idea to
try postingthe request to the newsgroup cor_np 5y: amstrad 53bitfirst Beforeyou try the

Mwsg'oup, read the FAQ file Also the newsgroupcomp oscpm can be good for dISEussiollof
CPM strangely enough

Ihope that theWoWhelplmc wall be usefiil, especially to those witlmo access to USENET[—

knowledge, the WACCl WEB pages
haven’t brought in a single new
member. Considering that there is a
fair bit of 8 bit action out there this

does surprise me. It would have been
really great to tell Phillip that his pages
had brought in a new member but sad
to say not yet. Still I live in hope.

Ifyou are that member that joined
because of the WEB pages, please tell
us as it would really make our day.

Another aside, as election ‘97 is

upon us, did you know that you can
download the latest speeches from
WEB from all the major parties. I ask
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2:. WACC/ services EHEE
AQIKI 9mm .5"! 9m flu

IW'MAsasox nc«WWW;mu
7w In:

_-1 .mm
VVACCI services
WACCI's support. senmzes are second to none Below is a taste ofwhat you get as a WACCI
member Aflzr reading this you Wlll probablywant the subscgguondetails

Alternative Firmware Manual and Disc
This essential programmer'sguide Includes

a completememory map of all system variables
descriptions of all firmware calls and indirections
a list ofall Z80mnemomcs and opcodes
a chart for the convemonM6128 and 464 memory addresses
the 'undocumented'maths firmware rouunes

'__‘s
you, who would want to do that? I

the the exact same detailed listing in

the PD Library page. Full credit to
Matthew for this one.

So, I hope that
understand what is up there and the
work that has gone into the site

helps you

As I said earlier, ifl find any more
relevant WEB pages than I will bring
them to you.

AND FINALLY
For those who want to know (put
your hands over your ears you PC
haters) I’m running the lntemet on a
28,800bps modem on a P150. 32Mb
ram PC The lntemet service provider

rt AOL - [m1 CCI: The Warldm'de Amslrad cec u; er C/ubj ma [I
suppose there must be some sad person
somewhere who does. Why can‘t they
live with sound bytes like the rest of us.

Arne [an aura [man Mnmum mmow new

“2.7%”? @"Q’HEE‘L'K'bae '?®s‘
i 5,

49m

Gosh. I’d better get back to the
subject in hand or I’ll run out of space
writingwhat little I have to write.

Above is the WACCl Services
page and you can see the Alternative WFirmwareGuide is being given a plug.

To the lefi is the bottom of the
WACCI home page and below shows
the detailsofPD Disc 10‘). [I is one that
Matthew has particular interest in but

don’t be fooled into thinking that this is

just an example of what is in the PD
Library. No, every single PD disc has

The Directory

The Email hclglinc

2"». waccrPD Library L': HE] I:
fill“ Om .Sl’l! 9m fl“ ?W mm
mp ansgxaqu-cnmowwwwm _ ll 'mm

The VVACCI PD Library listings

A hams ol'suppllzrn rommm software and hardware

A tn olptoplcwillng to 91: youmammmdhob by emu]

Forthcomin events in the Amslrad world

PublicDomainDisc 10‘)

WSIC6
AMS-MJDI:converts disc files createdbyRainbird‘s AdvancedMusic System (AMS) into a
form useable by the proyam Perform Perform then txansmtts the files over the MIDI interface in
the RAMMusrc Machine It'suttable equipment (a lflDI instrument) l5 connected to theMIDI
OUT socket oftheMusic Machine then the music will be played.

Agni-0.51:1" ..... Before being squashed.
hermsq: . use: being squashed. Using sousnjm
CfiltBBS’ . t t Flint: a calendar to SCKEen DK pllnLEl.
Cal.Dm‘. , History of the calendar.
stcJas .. Lonnie: prowranne to: the below.
stchal: N You‘re reading it.
lxampleJaas . .. Ask: to: a squashed screen (.0 be loaded.
YllercadJias .. View and print. out. DOC tiles.
Incromnc ..... General micrmuon on LNKSPLIT,

SEND, TRANSFER and others.
HIDILINK.

Listing of Amstrad user groups and magazines

I.—
that I am using is AOL (America On
Line) and it costs £5.95 a month. for
which I get 5 free hours on line.

Thereafler it costs £l 85 per hour.
The BT charges are for a local call. so
if I use the WEB at the weekend,
when call cost is lp per minute, then 5
hours cost just £3.00 » not had
considering I am getting 5 hours on
line per month for under a Tenner.

The software used to grab the
screen shots was PaintShop Pro v4
running under Windows 958.

Now I’ve laid out these pages I’d
better nip off and do some more.
Seeya all in September I hope. Paul.
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A Conventional Day
By

Angela Cook

Hi hello, how are you? Well I guess I’m zluingfine. And that, I’m
afraid, are where the nice/res end. Why? Well. because at the time
ofwriting I7 tickets have been .vuldjiir this years conventionand I
think you all need a little reminder (il'w/ult’s going on within the
club. - * Yhanlrx Angela. -l’aul

TO BE OR NOT TO BE?
1f the members ofWACCl don‘t want a
convention. tine. we‘ll cancel the venue,
this is not a cheap aflair at all. Youjust
have to say something. As far as we
knew, a few months ago everybody
wanted a get together, What‘s gone
wrong? The figures certainlydon't seem
to reflect what we thought.

Because of this sudden change in

attitude the convention date has been
set back. The new date is Sunday the
14th of September, Did everybody hear
that? Those at the back, please take
note. Anybody turning up at Bescot
football stadium on the 6th of July is

going to be in for a bit of a
disappointment.

SORRY FOLKS
We're sorTy about those people that had
already made arrangements to suit the
original date, but seeing as that was
only 17 people I hope it won't be much
of an upset. We know you all wanted
nicer weather (though the rooms are
pretty hot when everybody is in there)
and so on. but I'm afraid circumstances
dictate our actions,

If in a few months‘ time there is
still little interest in the convention (we
need to sell a set number of tickets you
see) then the event will be cancelledand

monies returned). I'm sorry it‘s so
harsh but that's the way it is.

SARCASM OVERDRIVE
Some members seem to want to
complain about the ticket price. And

rightly so. Why on earth should you
pay the huge sum of four pounds just
for a day in a football stadium (only
the directors lounge afier all) with a
bunch of nutters who all happen to
own a CPC"

Because you enjoy it!

That four pounds is not expensive
in any light. "But the first year was
fi'ee." I hear you cry. That's because
we had a lovely Mr. X who dug deep
into his pocket for us. "Last year was
only two pounds." That's because
WACCI stumped up for the shortfall.
We can't do that this year as the hire

charge has gone up.
The four pounds is cheap relative

to everything else. An All Fonna's
Computer Fair has the same entry
charge and you certainly won't have as
good a time there as in Walsall, or if

you do you're reading the wrong
magazine. Entry to a fim fair for the

A“.154
DJUN.CTI0N

A4038
DARLASION

RD

JUNCTION\
‘

BESCOT
STATION

HOW TO GET THERE

WOLVERHAMPTON
[20.1

\TOORW/Wfi

WALSALL TOWN
CENTRE STATION

TH E BESCOT
STADI UM

AtoZ
Rel:4F 33

BROADWAYWESTfitA403]m WEST BROMWICH RD.
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day is anywhere between ten and

twenty pounds. A dinner dance is also
somewhatmore expensive. The last one
I attended was £15 a ticket which was
quite expensive for my partner. A
dinner dance is only an evening whereas
the convention is all day and will go on
longer than that if you wish it to. ”Ah
but at a dinner dance you get dinner
too." Yes, and at the convention if you
pay a little extra (about £5.99. Angie
will confirm this when she knows
though) you get a huge meal - John
Bowleywill tell you. With the entry and
the meal it still totals less than the
dinner dance. Of course, you can
always bring sandwiches <<Or
doughnuts -Richard>> <<Okay. or
doughnuts -Angela>>.

"But I’ve got two kids to bring
along and I can't afiord it." Yes you
can Kids are free this year provided
they don‘t mind humping a few boxes
around. Whilst on the subject of boxes,
anybody who could tum up about 9ish
to form a chain to help carry the
mountains of boxes in to the stadium
itselfwill be greatly appreciated.

"But if I attend I'll want to spend

money on goods for sale.” This is one

got.in iii-ixam;

it
lFlhe Third WACCI Oonveniionf‘t

SUNDAY 14 Sept 1997 at the Bescot Stadium fl

WALSALL
" Refreshments

and Bar available

I

of the ideas of the convention, which
is why I bagged two tables for
Merline—Serve: the Market Stall and

ComSofi were displaying their goods
and individuals had nabbed spare
tables to sell their own unwanted
items, Stuff at the convention is far
cheaper than any other time. All

Merline—Servestuff is, for a start there
are no postage prices and we also
don't want to carry everythingall the

way down those wretched steps,
Those steps remind me, anybody who
thinks they may have a problem with
them (they're about 30 of them,
concrete and about 2/3 feet wide)
contact Angie. I don't know what
she‘s going to do but she is the
ConventionOrganiser.

WHAT GOESON?
You also have a bloomin' good time.
I know I do and I'm stuck behind two
trestle tables all day. You get to speak
to people you've only ever read
from/about or spoken to. Imagine all

those surprises;
really do look like that", "I thought
'lifl‘y No Legs' meant no legs", "6645

aren't just a legend then" or even

“So programmers

mi.miilit}:ixii

10 am ‘til 5pm

“ ' Price £4.00
' W

NB: Lunch must The ever”
E be booked in UP 1997 Enjoy a day
“3"" advance out in the
a company of
.. (c) WACC/ '97 '"ends

fld 24 Jammy '99?wximxmx’xflmdmimm ii

"Steve Williams‘ suit was so lovely, I

must ask who his designer is“. You

can also pick bones with those who

you disagreewith (see the PCs In Our
Time article for a classic example).

Last year there was a Protext
demonstration, AndreHoward treated
us to some techy info and there were
other things going on that James

Coupe kindly of.

Everybody liked them so there are
going to be more of them this year.
though nobody seems to be able to tell

informed us

me what at the moment, but keep your

eyes open for more news as the time

comes around, probably from Angie
via Market Stall. There was also a
rather tidily Mr, Widdly propped up
by the bar. And who says this year is

going to be different?

THE REALLY SUOSHY BIT
How much more do I need to say'? Go
back and read the last two convention

reports and the lead up article Paul

and I have written (issues 94, l04 and
IOO) ifyou still need to be convinced.

The basic facts are plain to see,
No tickets sold, no convention. Last

year somebody rather bitterly stated

that the current convention
would be the last. I would

really hate to see that person
proved right ' So would I -
Angie —.

I want to go to the

convention and I know other
people do too. So please, if
you've been putting it oh", buy

ticket today.
otherwise there won't be aV

A

.1.
V
A

your now,

convention. I'd like to Write

the convention report this year
-, but I

can't do that if there‘s no
(ireal idea. —l’arll .

convention to report.
Angela

in deepest Sussex
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VIDEO 'l'lTLlNG
39

Harry Gubbg

Hurry .s‘ent this in as 11 letter but I reckon it is better presented
us an article. so take it away Hurry...

INTRO
It was interesting to see a couple of
letters in WACCI recently on the
subject of video titling not the most

popular of subjects Frank’s index

only mentions it twice
Regarding Bill Ford's letter I

find Michael Beckett's Run VT
useful but limited. The same applies
to A Talbot's VTZDISC ACT
Electronics also produced a video
titler program some years ago and
offered to modify MP1 and MPZs to
run with their program

Again a useful program but

having neither MP1 or 2 l have to
photograph the screen.

PLUG AND PLAY
Steve Harris‘s video titler was in the
AA in July I990. I have never
succeeded recording with the
hardware pan of the article although
I get a satisfactory image on the TV
screen The connections for the
Scan plug are as followsz~

Red video in Pin 15

Red video ground Pin l3
Green video in Pin 1 1

Green video ground Pin 9
Blue video in Pin 7

Blue video ground Pin 5

Syn Pin 16

Lum Pin 20

I agree with C lit’f Britten that to
find a fiJlly wired Scan socket on
a low band VCR would be

pointless although I imagine that
such sockets are fully wired on
high band VCRsSome of the
larger modern TVs have fully
wired sockets so that presumably
a suitably wired CPC to Scan lead
could be used on such TVs.

TIME FOR DLAN
l have no experience with
Comsott's Videomaster. I read the
review some years ago which did

highlight certain shortcomings. I

notice that it no longer appears in
their catalogue.

My greatest success with
video titling 0n the CPC relies on

E&’—"

Eflmlfilnfiw’

ABC DEF 123ABC DEF 123
:21"st IDIEIF “923:
ABC def 123
@313 BBL? flEEl
abc def 123
ABC DEF 123
[BEE BEE: [IE-33

ABC DEF 123
filfillf. [1155? may
AIIE i123}

IL errata: mar 123
M ABC an 123

P ABC def 123
X RBC def 133
'1 ABC def 123

THOSE FONTS AVAILABLE

A B c D

r \ f N
E F G H t j\ 1 \ J

M ‘ .:::::::§- 0 :‘BOOdooé
oooooooa

AVAILABLE FRAMES
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PRESETWINDOWS

The diagrams show the approximate postions of the default windows. The
exact pararmeters are listed below:

A \wA 1,40,1,25\ whole screen 40 x 25
B \wB 1,20,l,12\ top left 20 x 12

C \wC 2|,40,1,12\ top right 20 x 12

D \wD 1,20,13,25 lower left 20 x 13

E \wE 21,40,13,25\ lower right 20 x 13

F \wF l,40,1,12\ top half 40 x 12

G \wG 1,40,13,25 lower half 40 x 13

H \wH 1,20, l ,25 left half 20 x 25
1 \WI 21,40,1,25 right half 20 x 25
J \wJ 1,40,l,8 top third 40 x 8
K \wK 1,40,9, 16 mid third 40 x 8
L \wL 1,40,17,25 lower third 40 x 9
M \wM1,40,l,16 top 40x 16

N \wN 1,40,91,25 lower 40 x 17

0 \w01,15,1,25 lefl 15x25
1’ \wl’ 25,40,125 right 15 x 25

Q \wQ 1,25,],25 left 25 x 25
R \wP 16,40,125 right 25 x 25
S \wS 1 1,30,61,20 central 20 x 15

T \le,15,1,10 toplefi 15x10
U \wU 26,40,l,10 top right 15 x 10

V \wV 1,15,16,25 lower lefi 15 x10
W \wW 26,40,16,25 lower right 15 x 10

X \wX 1,40,l,5 top 40 x 5

Y \wY 1,40,],6 top 40 x 6
Z \wZ 1,40,1,7 top 40 x 7

3 c =

A

b E G-

,— a s
1

H 1 ML 1 O P

J _ Rg
uv11 ,

v 1 I w

THOSE PRESET WINDOWS

the use of the DLAN program on PD
disc 863. Although the manual on the
disc closely follows the original
manual it could not ofcourse show the
available frames and fontswhich show
what a wonderful program it is. I

enclose photocopies of them in case
they are reproducible in WACCI. 1

photograph the screen — this is fine in

black and white — 1 have had little

success in colour but 1 keep on trying!
Let's face it, computer video

titling is without doubt the province of
the Amiga but very good results are
obtainable with DLAN and the CPC.

Harry (irrbby

6P:
1

1

1

1

,

1

Few left ~ Exsottware 3" disks
£15 per to '

CF2 Crystal Boxes 15p each
Amstrad MP3 - New stock

‘

only £30.00
1

1000's 01Tapes from 99p
1

ManyGames Disk from £3.99
HeadCleaners 3" Disk £3.99 1

UK Made quality Dust Covers£4.99 (in
' black)

‘

I UsedGT65 Green Screen Monitors £20 (3
1 monthswarranty)

Used Colon: Monitors
£50.00 (3 monthswarranty)
Amster 6128 PhazerGas

3“ disk £8.99
CPC Printer Cables £8.99

Trojan Liytt Pens & Soltware Ca$ette or
1

Disk £14.99 1

Marry other odd items available 7 please ‘

give us your wish list
we can only say "no". 1

Try us and you wil be pleasantly 1

1

1

1

1

1 surprisedat the range and service.

FREE POSTAGE OVER £10
CREDlT CARDS ACCEPTED

EX-SOFTWARE 35' 0800 Disks fish! 10

Usedmanuals - few only £10 1

CPC Plus games cartswith instructions
£7199 (rst available)

Konix Joysticksfor Pius (2 fire buttons)
£7.99

1

1

1

1

Write or ring: 1

Computer Cavern 1

9 Dean Street, Marlow,
I

l

1

Bucks SL7 3AA
TellFax 016128 891022
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A LEARNING CURVE
Bu

Angie Hardwick

[I ’sfi/nny how onephone call can change your life. but one phone
call set me an a leaning curve that has led (a lots offimand loads
offrustralionl.’

INTRO
Back in 1985 when my daughter was
two I lived in a multistory flat in
Bloxwich l was very isolated and being

on my own with a small child it

sometimes felt in the middle of the night
that l was the only one alive in the
world. During this time l met an old age
pensioner called Bill we became friends
and he would call to see me and take
the dog for a walk every day.

Three years later Bill died and to
my amazement lett my daughter all his
possessions which included an Amstrad
464 computer. Well I played around
with it for a bit but eventually it got
shoved in a cupboard to gather dust.
Then a friend I hadn't spoken to for a
year or two got in touch and in chatting
said she had an Amstrad 464 and was
telling me all the things it could do. I

had thought it was a gamesmachine not
realising it was a computer.

THE MEETING
My friend told me about the All

Formats Fairs and being intrigued I

decided to go along to the next one at
the Motor Bike

Birmingham. Alter wanderingaround a

Museam in

hit guess who I met, Uncle Clive
complete with stall selling lots of
Amstrad bits. hill of information and

the WACCl magazine. Mind you most

of what he said went way over my
head but at least I now knew that
there was a club for my computer.

THE TRUTH COMESOUT
I must admit that when I first read
WACCI I hardly understood a word
but as the years went on I began to
see the light (very slowly). I upgraded
to a 6l28 and loved the speed of the
disc drive compared with the tape. I

took up typing for fin and typed out
every manual I could plus lots of
games instructionsjust so I could get
used to the machine.

QUESTION TIME
The great benefit of the club for me
was that I could ask endless stupid
questions without being made to feel

an idiot the endless patience of club
members was wonderful. I purchased
Protext on Rom and I loved it, but
when I came to print out a large
document I got into serious trouble
with the page layout and could not
figure out why sometimes the page
printed OK and other times not so.
Off to the phone lines again, Uncle

Clive put me straight by talking me

through the Setprint options.
On another occasion I distincly

rememberwhen trying to learn how to
do a mail merge driving Paul mad

with questions which he answered
gently for me when I had got stuck I

had managed to get a standard letter
to print but half on one page and half
on the other Paul gently said “what
does PL mean Angie?” I had a bit of a
think and said “Page Length." He said
then “look at your control codes, what
l’L have you got." Well you guessed
it, I had followed the manual and got
it in at 32: all I had to do was change
that to 60 and BINGO daft ehll Mind

you the best bit was that l had

followedthe flipping manual.

OPEN UP THE STALL
Because of all the help and advice I

received from the club I decided that
it was time to give somethingback and
when Uncle Clive lefi and Paul took
over I offered to run a Market Stall.
I’ve had so much fun doing this you
wouldn‘t believe. I‘ve talked to lots
more members called them up and
asked for help and they have always
come up trumps, I even got to
organise a Convention which is

something I had never done before
and believe me the first one was very
nerve racking. I did so want it to go
well and a few days before the actual
event I was in a sheer blind panic. But
it went of very well. there were a few
things that went wrong and could
have been better organised but at the
end of the day I think every one
enjoyed themselves and that was
basically what I wanted.
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WHAT’S IT ABOUT THEN
For me the beauty of our club is just
that ,it is our club it’s run by members
for members. we have a great diversity
of members all at different stages in

their computer life and we all have
something to give, I mean get this I’ve

never written an article in my life but

here I am desperatly trying to put
something together to help keep the
club going and fill the magazine, I don’t
mind if it never goes into print it most
ce’rlttirlly has 4’qu the point is I'm
having a go and so can you. It doesn’t
have to be technical just your
experiences or a funny story.

NOW FOR SOME NEWS
You should know by now what’s been
happening within the club. we very
nearly lost our magazine. the point is

that if we want the mag to continue as
many of you as possible must

contribute. yes we do have to cut costs

but ifwe do that we can continue and
I for one would be lost without
WACCI.

THE CONVENTION
I’ve put the date of the Convention
back to Sunday 14th September in

order to give us more time to sell

tickets please support me it‘s a grand
day out and we do have some fun, It

may be that this will be our last but
hopefully I will be able to organise a
much smaller get togther every year.
For a long as WACCI continues then
I will continue to support it in

whatever way possible.

THE DEBATE
Yes I know I’ve started somethingby
suggesting some PC content but I‘m

not asking for articles just help and
advice the same thing as I get with my
Amstrad and Yes I’m still using my
Amstrad I have no intention of getting

rid of it, Protext for me is sheer bliss

afier strugglingwith the PC But when

looking at Issue III I think you must

agree that the quality of the magazine

produced by a PC (Apple Mac") was
wonderful. If using the PC helps to
produce a quality magazine like this
then I'm all for it. Well done Richard,

THANKS PHIL
I‘m sorry that personal problems have

caused Philip to resign as Editor and I

do want to thank him for all the hard

work he has put in: perhaps when his
life settles down he will be able to
contribute again.

AND FINALLY...
Thank you to all the great people
within WACCI that help to make it

what it is may; we continue to have

many more years togther.
Angie Hardwiclr.

Merline-Serve/KAD, Brympton Cottage, Brunswick Road, Worthing,
West Sussex, BNI I 3NQ. TeVFax 01903 206739

"-4?
Recycling CPC Goods

it Merline-Serve i

‘
MerliIIe-Servc is a non—profitmakingscnice nm by CPC enthusiasts. for CFC
enthusiasts. We supply software and hardwareno longer available from the

commercial software houses and publishingcompanies.
We stock many books. magazines. fanijnes. ROMS. hardware. software (both games and
utilities) on disc. tape and camidgc. Our items are in good workingorder. or yourmoney
back. We will consider swaps. part exchange: and purchases ourselves. Ifyou can‘t
get hold of a CPC item. then try us. becausewe have probablygot what you “ant.

can get hold of it or lmow someonewho can.

We also run KingArflmr's Domain, a disc based PD library containingover 200 discs For a catalogue. send
a disc (3” or 3.5“) and an S.S.A.E. to the address above.

Malina-Serve is now offering a standard l0% discount to all WACCImembers. To get
our latest catalogue. simply send an A5 S.S.A.E to the address above. and we‘ll get one on it‘s way.
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PCs IN OUR TIME
39

Angela Cook

After reading issue I l l and the comments about coverage ofnon—
( 'I’( ‘ items in our magazine I thought I ’dput afew words onpaper
to discuss the matter as I .vee it. Any commentand debate is invited
via I’air ( 7omment, an article perhaps or I welcome any member
wishing to contact me directly. I should point out that this article
was written be are Philip’s resignation, I haven't chang’d any
re ereneex to him and I think John's view on a sensible debate are
very similar.

OPENING THE DEBATE
Any members comments' on the content
and/or production of the magazine are
valid. We each get a different buzz out
of WACCI and we must all strive to
improve it. But will including coverage
of non—CFC items be an improvement?
Maybe. Maybe not,

The debate has to be decided upon. I

know Philip is dead set against any
(the

exception perhaps being the PCW). so

input about other machines

a collective and argumentative "we" are
already at a disadvantagewhich makes
this all the more interesting.

I would personally hate to see a
"PC Page" in WACCI at all. The idea of
the latest Doom clone being reviewed
and where to get bug fixes for
Windows 95 appals me, as I think it
would most members. I see the debate
here as how much, if any, coverage
should we allow in WACC I concerning

non-CFC machines, and what angle
should it take? Philip sees this as a fair
line to debate on, although this is

cenainly no open—closesituation.

ANGIE, JACK AND BUNNY
Angie Hardwick, Jack Hughes and
Bunny Fairhurst all have very valid

points in their arguments (see lll's
FC) Angie brings up the matter of
many members absconding to a PC

(or another machine). Perfectly true
for one reason or another We as a
family got our first PC four years ago
(an Amstrad one, which we would not

buy again - see, an idea for an article
already). This was for college work.
As time has worn on we now haveri:

Illllllllllllll

Illlllllllllllllllllll

lllllllllglllllllll

three more modern PCs in the house
in regular use. For learning, college
and school work (wonderful as CPCs
are they don't
powerful relational database Access)

the WACC] members-hip database
has been converted from I’rolext to

run Microsofi's

Access and boy does it make my life
—I’aul» -

money—eaming work, allegedly. But
easier. and for proper

we still live amongst many CPCs in

regular use as any brave visitor to the
Cook householdcan verify.

Angie also suggests that members
already owninga PC could let the rest
of us know of the dangers, pitfalls and
wonders of the world where the CPC
is not prevalent. Good idea but would
this not encourage people to get rid of
their CPCs, or would horror stories
convincemore people to stay?

COMPATIBILITY & ALL THAT
All WACCI members have one thing
in common, so to an extent these
proposed articles are all going to be
from a CPCers point of view. One
such example is a mouse. CPC mice

are completely different from those on
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other machines — the speed, accuracy
etc. This may seem a minor point. but
it's one worth noting as more and more
PC programs are becoming mouse-
dependant

Jack‘s opinion on the compatibility
between the PC and CPC, after much
thought, is quite right (although I

welcome anybody to contradict this).
Text tiles are easily transferred if they
are ASCII and not too big, though
formatting is essentially lost (see the X-
Files and Red Dwarf PD discs that were
converted from an Amiga). Picture
files, once worked out. do not pose too
much of a problem as the Marco Vieth

Collection or the Mr. Men demo in the
PD library prove.

Jack also mentions the many
hundreds of magazines and fanzines
that are around for the PC. If there are
large commercial magazines of three
hundred pages or more covering
elements of the PC market, and other
magazines with a more specific scope,
how can WACCI hope to compete?
The answer is that it can't and it won't.
There will be no gradual transition of
WACCI into a magazine that is not
CPC based. WACCI always was and

always will be a CFC magazine.

TOGETHER IN HARMONY
However, the current debate now is to
whether other formats can be included

to give benefit to our current
membership. Bunny is always saying
that as the years wore on in AA's
Techy Forum questions were edging
more and more towards "How can I

transfer my files to a PCT)",

Something that has to be realised
is that machines can and do work
alongside each other. On my desk a
PC and CPC Plus sit side by side and

do work in unison on various tasks;
Dad's desk holds a PC, PCW and a
CP(‘; Paul's PC and CPC both work
hard for WACCI; Steve Williams has

a (>l28 and an Amiga; Uncle Clive's

CPC and PC reside together; Angie
has just purchased a PC; Bunny uses
an AppleMac and also his twiflic 664;
Brian Watson's setup includes a 6128
Plus, a PchG and a PC he seems to
chuck regularly out of a window
(admittedly sometimes the best thing
for it); and our very own Editor . ex
I 'm afraid now but the new one has a
I’('. —I’auli* ; has a PCW sitting in a
small alcove somewhere at WACCI
dungeons. There are many more
besides and we can't all be wrong

. lirr? - WA( '( 'I memberxhip

I think to wind this up [ am going to
suggest a few articles I have been idly
pondering to illustrate the line I think

WACCI could take and still keep
everyone reasonably happy These
articles that would have to be more

impressive than normal to get past
Philip and wouldn't necessarily run in

a series. just as and when something
relative springs to mind:

Protext, it runs on five difl‘erent

platforms that I know of, something
must be worthwhile saying.

anWord PC, a comparison to the
CPC version perhaps? Transferring
picture, sound or even some program
files fi‘om one machine to another
(music from an Amiga, copying

Spectrum games on a CPC. PCW

CP/M programs that work on a CPC).
The list quite literally is endless and I

don't see any reason why WACCI

can't include this ilk of anicles wisely.
I look forward to your comments.

’I'hanlu'for that Angela, I would
like to add my comments i/ I may.
Since I have the I‘llitor'x ( 'hair then I
think I can anyimyl

Many WA('( 7 members and ex—

membcrs homer have I’('.r. I know

well about the ex-membcrxas many
write to tell of the tip—grade to I’( '. I
feel that articles on converting data
from (‘I’(' to I’(' would be
worthwhile, as you never know, you
might need to refer back to WA(Y'I

some day toflnd out how to do it. No

members appear to tip—grade to a
I’('W so I don't feel there ix much
room in WA(Y'Ifor them. -I’aul ' '
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DIQCBAQE
By Peter Rogerson

There are questions we users afcomputerx must find ourselves
asking an awful lot Q/timex, like what did I call that file? And
which disc did I hide it on? And where is the teaspoon? It 's not
hygienic stirring your tea with the chewed end ofa pen you didn’t
knowyou had, I mean who might have chewed it.... I)

INTRO
Ah: DISCBASE this might be a

program to solve all our problems
except the tea one. I hope.
Discbase is what it says it is, a database
that automatically reads the catalogue
of discs and stores them in memory or
on disc, sorts them, searches them for a
specific string it‘that's what you want it

to do and generally helps the
organisational side of your huge disc
collection. There are several such

programs in the public domain, so is

there anything in particular that marks
this el’l‘ort as being better or worse than

any others?

A LOOK INSIDE
Well, let's see. On loading we are
presented with a series of options as
follows, and each is accessed by a

single keypress.

A. Adds a disc to Discbase. Use this to
start your first discbase. You are asked

to provide a title for the disc as well as
a descriptor. This descriptor becomes
part of a filename » for example, a file
like m0[)l.OB»“,PET' might appear on
your disc, when PET is the provided
descriptor. This could be usefiil in itself.
and as it‘s only a small file it might be
well worth making sure your discs have
got lk or so spare for the descriptor.
The only way I could find of erasing
these files. by the way, is by using

DlSCBASE‘s facility for such an
action (see D below).

B. Returns to basic. B for Basic, B for
Beverage: where‘s the teaspoon?

C. Catalogues disc in selected drive.

D. Disc utilities with its own menu,
allowing you to rename. erase, erase
descriptors before your disc becomes
awash with strange looking files.

change drive and user area and so on.
(CTRL—A and CTRL—B whilst on the
main menu also changes drive),
Nothing new here.

E. Erase database from memory
Needed if you want to start a new
datafile.

R. Record. Load or Save datafile
from or to disc. Hurrah! But be
warned, You might only have a few

bytes in your database but it still saves
a 13k file. One good thing: when
you're saving it catalogues the disc
first and asks you if it's the correct
one. That must trap a few human
errors! I've lost count of the number
of times I've tried to save on the

wrong disc, not that it takes long to
put that little mistake right. Much
worse if you try to save onto a
chocolate digestivewhilst dunkingthe
disc in your tea...

S, Searches for a string, as determined
by the next option ..

T. Toggles between simple and

complex searches.

U. Update a disc.

V. View Datafile files. Lots of
information here. from the file name,
its length to the user area you've
placed it in to the spare room on its
particular disc
duplication ifyou've 50 files on a disc
all in User 0, but what the heck?

There's also a provision for

Clearly a lot of

backup discs (avoids even more
duplication), hidden files (shows just a
loader when a program might consist
of several files, all of which are
assumed present if the loader is). Then
there are CONTROL(n) toggles for
backup discs (CTRL B). unselected
discs (CTRL-U), hidden files (CTRL-
H). And P provides a print—out if you
have a printer on—line.

CONCLUSION
There we have it. A comprehensive-
ish database with space for around
l200 files. Being tailored to disc
catalogues it's faster and more suited
to its task than, say Rambase(n) or any
other standard database. I felt a bit

uneasy about it writing its little
descriptor files to my discs (though it's

only an option) and wondered how it

might cope if it came upon a disc with
()k lett alter I've filled it with goodies.
So I tried and it told me that the disc
was full, which all made sense and
doesn't affect the use of the program
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at all. All the options are there - load,

save, search, and the normal run ofdisc
utilities, nothing to mark DISCBASE
as being particularly especial, but then
it doesn't have to be I suppose. If you
want a disc catalogue database then this

is as good as many and better than
some.

AND FINALLY...
My problem is it‘s all too much
trouble, and having discs to organise
discs which organise discs I get in
a muddle, so I've learned to be pretty
astute when it comes to the
organisation of my discs by using
explicit filenames, and my only
problem now is I've forgotten some of

the juicy titbits that I've got and so it

doesn't matter where they are.
What I need is a notepad with a

couple of hundred pages and a pencil
and a rubber... Maybe someone'll
invent something like that one fine

day. . Anyone seen a teaspoon?

I’eler Rogerwn

THE FUTURE OF WACCI
By Angela Cook

QERVICES

THE RUMORS
By now many rumours have circulated
about WACCI, most exaggerated and

some completely untrue (WACCI
merging with BTL for example). You
will also have been informed either via
the magazine or the people involved

with it what the truths are. WACCI is

going through a lot of changes at the
moment, and that's partly what this

article is about.

SHAKEN NOT STIRRED
The club is havinga bit of a shake-up at
the moment (as if you hadn't noticed).
we all know you want a magazine so no
worries there, At the moment we are
concerned about the services we offer.
Under discussion is the book and

sofiware library currently run by John
Bowley, the tape PD library run by
Arthur Cook and Market Stall run by

Angie Hardwick.
We'll deal with Angie first as she's

easiest. Market Stall is not going to
close, it‘s mnning well and Angie is

perfectly happy at her post. She's asked
me to remind anybody that writes to her
to include an SSAE, This will usually be
for a personal reply or sending your
details on to somebody who can help

you. Angie also said that any donations
for the Market Stall to sell at the

convention on September l4th (note
the new date) are most welcome.
They can either be posted to Angie or
handed over on the day. All proceeds
will go into club fimds and any donors
are given our thanks. I'm not entirely
sure how Market Stall works so
perhaps Angie will write something
about how to go about things for us.
She'll thank me for this one day.

BOOKS, TAPES & SOFTWARE
The book library, whilst still in

occasional use. is being abused by the
minority. Books are lent for a certain
amount of time according to their
popularity and number. Some
members are keeping these books
longer than that time and are holding
things up for other people. They are
causing tension. within the club, we do
not need. Those members know who
they are so please, buck your ideas up.

In the future the prices may have
to rise a little to cover the costs of
packing these books; jiffy bags et al

are not cheap. At the moment it's an
idea and not yet implemented.

The software library does not
seem to be used much so may well be
disbanded, It is mostly John's own
sofiware that he has kindly lent to
membersover the years.

Finally the tape library. Despite a plea
in the supplement it's going nowhere
fast. While Arthur has time to run the
tape library he doesn't have enough of
it to cover filling it as well. Aside from

anything else he needs someone to
come up with a way of transferring
files from disc to tape in sequential
order... any willing helpers please get
in contact.

FACTS, GIMME' THE FACTS
So now you know the state of those
services, we need to know whether

you want them or not We can't mn
them at a loss any longer, not even a
small loss. It's not that we are in

serious money troubles, but we don't

want to get there.
that take

advantage of and don't want to lose,
Any services you

please write in and tell us, whether to
Fair Comment to air your views or to
John. We can‘t work in the dark so we
have to know what you all want to
keep, update, change or disband. It's
no good thinking that somebody else
will write in, you have to too. Nothing
is being decided until members have
had their say, so don't fi'el about things
being abolished without you knowing.

Angela
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The MARKET Glall
with

Angie Hardwick

PI,I:'ASI§ NOTE NEW DA 771‘ ()I" CONVENTION SUNDA Y 14TH
SEPTEMBER. With regard to the convention PLEASE SUPPORT
(IS ifyou can: tickets are now available from Mlc' I 'm sorry the
price is .m high this year but I have got you the I’Rls'li PI.) deal to
compensate a little.

HELP PLEASE: Mark Johnson needs

a [iii to the convention.
Please contact Mark on 01375-67763]
if you can help. Also Sajid Hussain
would like to thank the kind person
who sent him Protext on Tape.

SALES:
For Sale: 50 ofT 3"

Formatted at it .00 each.
Amstrad SM200/400Modem £15

Des on Rom (2) £12.50
Fun School 4 on disc. 3 age Groups
£5.00 each.

PLEASE CONTACT: Bob Miller at

55, Den Lane, Springhead. Oldharn,
Lancs. 0L4 4NN. TEL: 0l6l-620-
2118.

Discs Blank

For Sale: CPC6128 c/w Green Screen
Monitor, Multifaoe ll, Light Pen, Tape
Cassette. Books, System Discs loads of
sofiware including Mini Ofiice “Price
is Plus Postage.
PLEASE CONTACTBlair lddle,
TEL: 01703392456.

For Sale: Tape Games at 50p each as
follows:

Agent X ll, Alien 8, Alien Highway,
Aliens, Amaurote, Angle Ball,

Apprentice(The), Avenger, Back to

Reality, Ball Crazy, Barry McGuigan
Boxing, Bosconian, Boulder Dash,

Sporting Darts, Captain
Blood. Caves of Doom, Confusion,
ConQuest, Cylu, Deathsville,

Dun Darach,
Warrior inc Molecule Man, Fear
(The), Feud, Fighting Warrior, Fly
Spy, Ghostbusters, Grand Prix Sim,

Gryoscope,
Headbanger, Hunchback,Hyperbowl,
lkari Warrior, Kat Trap, Knight

Bully's

Destructo, Energy

Hacker, Harvey

Games, Knight Lore, Marsport (no
insts), Message from Androeda,Milk

Race, Mission Genocide, Ninja,

Noterraqueous, Obsidian, Out Run,
Paperboy, Pipeline 2, Raid, Reckless
Rufus,
Revenge, Rouge, Saracen, Shanghai

Rick Dangerous, Rigel‘s

Karate, Shockeway Rider, Soul of a
Robot, Speed King, Spellbound, Spy
Trek, Steve Davis Snooker, Strike,
Subsunk, Robin Hood,
Technician Ted, Tempest, Terra

Tetris, Think, Thrust,
Trailblazer, Trantor, Trap Door
(The), Way of the Exploding Fist,
Who DaresWins II, Xevious, Zub,
TAPES at £l,00 each as follows:
Batman, Flimb's Quest, Gauntlet,
Gauntlet ll, Giyzor, Heatland, Time
Scanner.

Super

Cognita,

TAPES at £1 .50 each as follows:
Bard's Tale (The), Stifllip & Co.
TAPES at £2.00 each as follows.
Match Day II, Mindtighter, Price of
Magik (The), Stunt Car Racer, Xor.
TAPES at £3.00 North and South.
TAPE COMPILATIONS AS
FOLLOWS:
5 Computor Hits:Wizards Lair,
Zl lZAD ,Contraption, Kettle, Attack
of the Killer Tomatoes at £1.00
[0 Computer Hits 2 (3D Starstrike,
Superpipeline 2, Technician Ted,
Android 2, FantasiaDiamond, Mutant
Monty, CodenameMat, Moon Buggy,
World Cup, Gauntlet) at £2.00
10 Computor Hits (Herbeits Dummy
Run, Hi Rise, On the Run, Devils
Crown, Wriggler, Dynamite Dan,
Elidon,
Strongman,Cauldron) at £2.00

Juggernaut, Geoff Capes

Dizzy's Excellent Adventures (Panic
Dizzy, Kwik Snak, Dizzy Down the
Rapids, Dizzy Prince of Yolk Folk,

Spellbound Dizzy) at £2.50
Four Great Games (European Games,
Paws, Ground Zero, International
Rugby) at £| .00
Hit Pack ( Scooby D00, 1942, Duet,
Jet Set Willy, Sacred Armour of
Antiriad, Fighting Split Personalities)
at £2.00
The Magnificient Seven ( Wizball,
Short Circuit, Arkanoid, Head over
Heels, Cobra, The Great Escape,
Frankie goes to Hollywood, Yie Ar
Kung-Fu, £2.00
New Games 3 (Nick Faldo plays the
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Open, Sorcery, Codename Mat 2,
Everone‘s a Wally, A View to a Kill) at
£2.00
SummertimeSpecials ( Solomon'sKey,
Bravestar, Captain America, Trantor,
Rygar, World Class Leaderboard)
£2.00
Taito Coin-op Hits (Renegade,
Arknoid I & 2, Slapfight,Flying Shark,

Legend of Kage, Rastan, Bobble
Bobble (no instmctions) at £2.00
We are the Champions ( Super Sprint,
Renegade, Rampage, IK+, Barbarian)
at £2.00
DISC GAMES
£2.00 each: Bloodwych (no box),
Stellar Outpost.
£3.00 each: Colossus 4 Chess, Trivial
Pursuit.
£4.00 each: Bard‘s Tale(The), Purple
Saturn Day.
£5.00 each: Hero Quest (includes
Return of the Witch Lord).
DISK ADVENTURES AS
FOLLOWS:

£2.00 First past the Post (includes
Larry the Lemmings
ExtinctionCPM),
£2.50 The River CollectionVol 1 (Into
the Mystic, The Miser, The Bounty
Hunter, Davy Jones Locker and

Treasure Island CPM).
£2.50 The Ken Bond Collection (The
Base, The Island, The Test, The Spiro
Legacy, Castle WarlockCPM).
£4.00 ON ONE DISC (The Trail of
Arnold Blackwood, Arnold goes

Urge for

somewhere else, The wise and fool of
Arnold Blackwood, Angeliquea brief
encounter, Brawn Free).
£10.00 each: The Hitchiker‘s Guide to
the Galaxy, Scapeghost,
Dreams (Snowball, return to Eden, The

Silicon

worn in Paradise)
SERIOUS APPLICATIONS
Amstrad Basic A Tutorial Guide Part 1

£4.00 on tape.
AtLast Plus (CPM) £15.00

Bonzo Blitz £2.00 disc
Bonzo Super Meddler & Hack Pack

Disc) £2.00
CPM 2.2 System Disc £5.00
Mini—Oflice II disc £5.00
The Quill £3.00 tape
Supercalc 2 CPC disc £15.00
ROMS

Amstrad CPC 464 Rom Soldered
type £5.00 Brunword MK4 Rom
Module (eight bit status pon) £50.00
DES (2 Roms) £15.00
Nirvana £10.00
Parades £10.00
Romdos XL £7.50
MAGAZINES
AmstradAction Issues l,2,-l 17 £1.00
each Amstrad Computer User Jan
1987 at £1.00 each.
FRANZINES
8 Bit Issues 3.15 £1.00 each.
CPC South West Issues Dec 95,
Feb,April, June 96 50 each CPC User
Issues 49-55 50p each

Wacci Issues 1-3, 40-42,44,46—70

50p ea 72—109 £1.00 each.
BOOKS:
AmstradCPC464 UserManual £4.00
Amstrad CPC 6128 User Manaul
£6.00
Beginners ProgrammingHandbook in
Basic & Machine Code (not Amstrad
specific) £2.00
Sensational Games for the Amstrad
CPC £2.50.

HARDWARE
35" Disc Drive (includes both 464
and 6128 cables)£35.00 Amstrad464
(upgraded with a 6128 Rom ) + CTM
640 Colour Monitor £45.00 +pp
Amstrad CPC 6128 + CTM 644
Colour Monitor £60.00 + p&p
DDI-l Disc Drive £40.00
Mannessmann Tally MT»81 Printer (
plus 4 spare ribbons + stand) £65.00
MISC
3" Discs (52 available) £1.00 ea
3" Disc Box (holds 26) £2.50

3" Drive Belts (2) £2.50
3" Disc Labels (88) £2.50
3" Cardboard disc covers (13) at £10p
per cover.
3" Plastic disc covers (37) 50p each.
ACE Binders (2 black similar to AA
with ACE logo) £2.00 ea Cassettes -

random length (4 red 3 Blue) 25p ea.
Cassettes C15 (4) 35p each.
Comsofi 8 Socket Rombox MK]

(expandableto 15 sockets) £25
CheetahMach I+ Joystick £2.50
Cheetah 'The Bug' £5.00
Computer Listing Paper (I l" x 9.5"

continuous fan—fold) approx 750

sheets £5.00 Expansion Port Splitter
£7.50. Siren 6 slot Rom Box £15.00
PLEASECONTACT:
TYRONDAVIES, 8 Garden Suburbs,
Trimsaran, Kidwelly, Carmarthenshire
SA17 4A8.
TEL: 01554-810521,

For Sale: DMP 2160 Printer+ Manual

£20.00
10 x Maxwell 3" Discs (new) £15.00
200 (approx) Tape Games £20.00
Disc Games as follows £3.00 each.
Ikari Warrior, Platinum Collection,
Elite 6 Pak Vol 3 & Vol 2, Trivial

Pursuit, The Hunt for Red October,
Rodland, Robocop 2, World Class

Leaderboard, The Spanish Tutor,
Flunky, Xraq, Starsttrike II,

Thunderblade, Wec le Mans, The
Guild of Thieves, A Question of
Sport, Green Beret, They Sold a
Million, Bat Man, Renegade I, II and
III, Beyond the Ice Palace,Computers
Maniacs Diary, Cyrus 11 Chess.

Meltdown, Steve Davis Snooker,

Firelord, Tau Ceti, Teenage Mutant
Hero Turtles, Thomas The Tank
Engine, F16 Combat Pilot, Treble
Champions, Kick Off I], Subbuteo,
Wandere 3D, Equinox. All prices are
plus Postage.
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PLEASE CONTACT:
Peter (.‘urgenven, The Hollar, Bay
Road. Trevone, (‘omwalL PL28 802
TEL; 01841—520875

FOR SALE:
Tasword 6128& Manual £10.00
Tasword 464 & Manual £8 00

Tas—spell 464/664& Manual £8.00
Pas—print 464 & Manual £8.00
Tas~copyfrasposter & Manual £8.00
Tas—diary & Manual £8.00
Nirvana By Goldmark £10.00
Print Master by Siren £10.00
Discovery + & Inst Sheet £8.00
Character Designer & Manual £8.00
Planit by Database& Manual £10.00
X-press by Medway & Manual £10.00
Masterfile III by Campbell £10.00
Stop Press DTP N0 Manual £8.00
Perm Master by Intraset complete with

Manual £8.00
Cash Master by lntraset complete
withManual £8.00
Fleet Street Editor & Manual £10.00
(no library picture disc)
PLEASE CONTACT:
Richard Latham, 31, Oriel House.
Blackat Close, Chelmsley Wood.
Birmingham, B37 SDG

TEL 0121-770-6041

FOR SALE:

6128+ Keyboard fitted with ABBA
switch and cassette socket for tape
recorder, complete with manual and
Colour Monitor £75.00
6128 Fitted with ABBA switch.
complete with manual and Colour
Monitor. £45.00
464 keyboard complete with manual
and Colour Monitor £20.00. ALL

PLUS POSTAGE,
PLEASECONTACT:
RON HEGARTY, 47. Hermitage
Road, ManchesterM8 SSW
TEL: 0I61—795—9880

WANTS:
Mark Johnson wants F-16 Combat
Pilot by Digital Intergration Action
sixteen on disc PLEASE CONTACT
Mark at 13, Ashway, Corringham,
Stanford-Le—Hope,Essex. SSl7 9EB
TEL: 01375-677631.

Charlie Stevens wants: Wacci Back
IssuesNo's 4 to 15 inclusive and 22 to
34 inclusive. PLEASE CONTACT
Charlie at 9‘), Cakes Road, Bury St

Edmunds, Suffolk. IP32 60F
TEL: 0l284 764936 '

The end — Angie.

AMSTRAD 464/6128
Amstmd(rmsGreen 5cm. Monitors
Amstmd464 Tape timid Alignmentx
Anmmd r...» ”and Iklllllgtlcli/Afl.
Amstm!wrong Joysllck JY2
Amsllad 464 Ne“ Circuit Board

Amvtiad 6|le Plum/erGun with 5 Games on .3" I):
Action Client Mode Book (Cover Issues 17 SOD...

cenlnmicsplug)...

Amstmd464 Dust Cover-Mun».
Anurtmd 464 Dust CUVL’I—COIOIII. .
Amstnd 6121! Dust (Imer- Culuur,
Amslrad 6128 Dust Cover-Mono .

Ainslmd ActionMaggi/me Binders (”dds 12 copiesA A
AmsImd-ThcAdvancedOCP Art Sttlditr6l28 ..
AmslmdJ" I Satiwarc Disks -Pnck of IO.
l‘hrcc inch ”and Cleaning ki
11m inch mindilwneddisc6’1“”in6-stwarrant

TRADING POST

umplcw. Part No./..70375 .

Amsnad 464 Phat: (inn with S (ramcsmi Ca.

Amstmd I'nntcr Leads4646l28 (34 way edge connector to

AMSTRAD 464+/6128+/GX4000
£35.00 Amsuad 464 ~ "6 I an manual. £14.99
£9.99 Amslrad 61281‘464‘ 1(th “2.99
L999 Amsirad PaddleCmnmllcr
L9!» Speclrumx)... LSJJU
£14 99 Amslmd MM12 MemoMum Manna”i464 6128' ... £30.00
£9.99 Ams1rad 464 computer with Stereo MonoMimitm £65 99
£9.99 Amsinui 464 i «622m Primer leads £999
91.99 Amstrnd 3" lix snitwm 1mm... 5mm

Amslrad [AquIasidBumin'R rubber Cartridge . £15m
£9.99

‘33: AMSTRAD GAMES CARTS

£9 99
FOR THE 6128+/464+/GX4000

£999 £719.,
W” £7.99
9"” Swntch Blade .. £7 99
W’" Baum The M £7.99
55-99 [’10Tennis Tour £7.99”9" Navy Seal £7.99
“2‘99 animal... u £7.99
£1 5 00 £7.99
“-99 L799
£12.50 £79g

Above ('arlridgus are unbaxed without instructions
PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE, PACKINGETC.
ALL ORDERS SENT BY RETURN: CHEQUES/VISA/ACCESS/PO’S

VICTORIA ROAD, SHIFNAL, SHROPSHIRETF1] 8AF

TEL/FAX (01952) 462135



SECTOR EDITING
39

John Hudson

Advice to those about to start sector editing — don ’t/ There
are very few times when you need to edit a sector
directly. So I'll start with the workarounds.

CORRUPT DATA.
Most data is saved in ASCII format
even if the program adds its own
control or formatting characters to the
file. You can often edit data using
VDE which then of course makes a
new copy on a different part of the disc
when you save the corrected copy, The
main problem here is understandingthe
rules the program uses to store data;
but you need to understand those to
edit the sector anyway.

A CORRUPT PROGRAM.
Theoretically, you should always have

a backup of any program so that you
delete the corrupt program and replace
it with a sound copy.

Altering a few bytes in a program
for example, to make drive B: in CP/M

recognise higher capacity discs or
Supercalc print pound signs. There is
no need to edit the sector. Use

PUT.COM, DUMPCOM and

PIP.COM to print out the ,COM

program and then SlD.COM to edit it.

But lirst turn off page mode with:

SETDEFCOM.

SETDEF [nopage
PUT CONSOLE T0 FILE
d:filename.ext
DUMP d:filename.com
PIP LST:=d:filename.ext

will give you a hex dump of the
program on your printer. These steps
will also work with Amstrad .BIN
files.

With a CP/M program, identify
the bytes you want to alter and add
[OOH to them when using SID to
locate them because SID counts from
location 00H in the computer but the

program is loaded at location lOOH.

Since .COM and .BlN files are
created with an assembler or a

compiler, you may be able to
disassemble them or, if you have kept
the source files, recompile them
instead of trying to edit them directly.

SALVAGING FILES
If you have a corrupt disc start by

trying to copy the files using P1P in

multiple copy mode. If it reports an
error, note the filename and then use
SET SYS file.

Depending on where the error is, this
to make it a

may not work. But if it does, carry on
until you have recovered all the files

you can from the disc. Then use
DIRS or DIR[user:all] to see
whether the remaining corrupt files

are wonh recovering.

RECOVERINGA FILE.
If a file is deleted. use one of the PD
utilities or UNERA from HiSofl.

RESTORING TRACKS.
If your system tracks are corrupted
then they can be restored. This is

relatively easy in CP/M Plus because
there are only a few bytes at the start
of the system disc. You will need

HiSofi's Knife+ but it will do it for

you; you don't need to use its sector
editing facilities,

WHAT NEXT
OK - so none of these have worked,
Before you do anything, use a disc

copier like HiSofi's WP to copy the
disc. This will report corrupted
sectors and carry on copying whereas
DISCKITwill give up. Note the track
and sector numbers. This will give
you an idea of how serious the
problem is. If it's tracks 0 or I, it

could be serious in terms of loss of
data. If it's tracks 3] or above on a 40

track disc, it probably means the disc
is in a terminal state as these tracks are
the nearest to the centre of the disc
and have the data most tightly packed

on them.
Unless you are using a system

disc, you will find the directory in the

first few tracks and the files afler
them.

Always work from a copy so that,

ifyou make a mistake, you can still go
back to the original corrupted disc,

At heart, CP/M thinks all discs
have 128 byte sectors which it calls

records; the Disc Parameter Block
holds the real information which is
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that most of our discs have 5l2 byte
sectors; there are 9 of these to a track
giving 4,5K per track; 40 tracks gives
[80K per side.
stack discs on top of each other as

Incidentally, if you

happens with mainframe computers
where ten discs may be in a single pack.
all the tracks of the same number are
above or below each other in a

cylindrical formation. Hence the use of
the term 'cylinder' instead of 'track' on
PCs and mainframe computers,

SECTORS AND TRACKS
9 sectors x 40 tracks gives 360 sectors
which is loo many to allocate each a
filename on a 180K disc, You would
need several tracks to hold all the

So, without going into
details. sectors are placed in blocks and
information

a compromise on the number of
directory entries is imposed 0n 3"

discs, the block is lK and the maximum
number of directory entries 64; on
most 3.5" formats the block is 2K and

the maximum number of directory
entries is 256‘, on hard discs, the block
is usually 4K. If you have lots of short
files, this 3K average per file is OK; but
ifyou use 35" discs to store larger files,
it is more sensible to go for 128 entries

per disc because both AMSDOS and

CP/M have trouble sorting more than
128 entries in response to CAT or DIR.

This, incidentally, is why conflicts
can occur in AMSDOSwhen using 3.5"
discs. AMSDOS needs to set aside a

larger portion of RAM in which to sort
the disc directory before responding to
(‘AT and

programs.

this can upset some

Whatever sector editor you use,
it will probably display the sectors in

256 byte chunks - 16 hexadecimal
pairs across by [6 rows » with an
ASCII display to one side to help you
identify text as opposed to program
content. The heading will say what

track, sector or block you are looking
at.

If it

directory entry will probably have two
is the directory. each

rows and will start with the user
number followed by the filename and

The
characters will tell you where the file
its extension. remaining

is stored (if you know enough to
interpret them) and whether it is so
long it needs another directory entry
to hold the locations ofmore blocks.
Bear in mind that the extension may
look odd if it is a Read Only, System

or Archived file because CP/M
changes the eighth bit on the
extension characters if any of these
are set.

CP/M PLUS
Ifyou are looking at a CP/M Plus disc

with date and time stamps, the first

directory entry will hold whatever
‘label' and passwords you have given
the disc and every founh directory
entry thereafter will begin with 21 (or
! in ASCII). These entries hold the
time and date stamps and passwords,
suitably encrypted, of the previous
three files. You mess with these at

your own risk but make sure that

every fourth directory entry starts
with 2|.

If you need to restore the system

tracks and you don't have Knifel, you
will need to look at a sound copy of
the system tracks and copy down at
least the first row of bytes (possibly
more with (‘P/M 2.2) and then go
back to your corrupt disc and restore
them byte by byte. l have usually
found that you only need to restore
enough to get the disc read started.
You can then copy all the tiles across
with PIP, reformat the disc and restore
the system tracks during the
fonnating.

You can unerase a short file by
altering its user number from E5 back
to anything from 00 to 0F but make
sure you don't leave two identical
filenames with the same user number
in the directory. Unless a deleted file

you restore in this way was the last
thing saved to disc, some of it may
have been overwritten by another file;
in which case you will get rubbish and

you may need to delete the file you
have just restored so that you can
recover the file that overwrote it!

lfthe deleted file is long enough
to need more than one directory entry,
you will need to know how to unerase
any other directory entries as well.

You can alter text or programs if
you have got this far. But, as this can
usually be done without a sector
editor, there is rarely any point.

For anything more serious use a
disc doctor service or get deeply into
CP/M (AMSDOS uses all the CP/M
conventions) and assembler,

John.

Remember fhe Convenfion has been moved in:
Sunday 14’” sepfember [997 [mi if is sfi/I af f/Ie

Besoof Qfadium
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Walsall, West Midlands WS3 2PH

ROVING REPORTER
Angela Cook 01903 206739
BrymptonCottage. BrunswickRoad
Worthing,West SussexBN1 I 3N0

FAIR COMMENT
Philip DiRichleau 01522 51 1608
C/o 3 GlebeClose, Rayleigh
Essex $56 9H1.

SUBSCRIPTIONS
Paul Dwerryhouse 01244 534942
7 Brunswood Green, Hawarden
Flintshire CH5 31A

WACCI 0N WEB
Matthew Phillips. The URL is:

l'lT'l‘Pz/IUSERSOXACUK/

WISH LIST MANAGER
Ernie Ruddick
26 Spitalfields, Yarm
Cleveland TS I 5 9H]

ACCOMPLICETO THE EDITOR
Ron lzelt
Clo WACCl HQ
Address as above

BOOK LIBRARY & COMPO’S
John Bowley 01733 702158
C/o WACCI HQ
Address as above

TAPE LIBRARY
Arthur Cook 01903 206739
BrymptonCottage. BrunswickRoad
Worthing,West Sussex BN1 I 3NQ

CLUB EMAIL
Paul Dwerryhouse
The post room is:

WACCI IIOMEGROWN DISCS
Dave Slitson
4 ConnaughtAvenue, Mutley
Plymouth PL4 7BX

PD LIBRARY DISCS l - 18
Dave Stitson
4 ConnaughtAvenue.Mutley
Plymouth PL4 7BX

PD LIBRARY DISCS I9 - 54
Stuan Gascoigne
24 Ketch Road, Lower Knowle
Bristol 353 SDQ

PI) LIBRARY DISCS 55 - 84
Ian Parker
24 Oxford Drive. West Meads
Bognor Regis, W, Sessex P021 SQU

I’D LIBRARY DISCS 85 AND UP

DougWebb 01257 411421
4 Lindsay Drive, Chorley

NCHR10264/W0WWWHTML DWERRYPF@AOL.COM Lancashire PR7 20L

WACCISERVICES PASTWACCI’S
Frank Frost Bit-software house discs ready Frank Neatherway 01-03,20 50p
4 Rectory Close formatted and labelled. £1.50 ea. 3 Glebe Close 4042,44,4649 50p

Wootton. Ryde for 3“ and 35p for 3.5“. The Rayleigh 52—6265—69 50p
Isle ofWight minimum order is TWO discs. Essex 70,72—73,75-79 £1.00
PO33 408 TheAlternative Firmware Guide SS6 9HL 80,83,88—98 £1.50
Tel: 01983 882 I 97 and disc now only £3. 99 Tel: 01268 784742 99-1 II £2.00

From: To:SUBSCRIPTION FORM (112)
(/K ,. issues @ £2.00 each (121m 1:22)

Please send your cheque or Postal
Order to:

I'll IROI’IL' issues @ 12.50 each (121m [27. 50) WA ( ‘( fl
()VIs'RSlMS issues @ £3.00 each (12fiir [33. ()0) 7 BrunswoudGreen, Huwurden

' I'linlshire (715 3JA
Nume l'el 7
Address SA If neededfor receipt.

‘
Postcode Subscription includesmembership.
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"I“ SOFTWARE ' HARDWARE ‘ DESIGN

TelephonelFax: 0141 554 4735

cumsnrt. Email: cam1@cix.compulink.co.uk
IOMcIntoshCrt., Wellpork, Glasgow, 63] 2HW. Scotland. U.K.

NIRVANA ~ RUM humid tile and di management sin I Fmtum include: I) . copy. d e format. lile copy. uneiase, change tile
alti‘iliutts, automatic catalogue ol‘driveA and easy to use menu system. Suitable for two drive machines. l’lmst: note that Nirvana will
only recognisedata and system t'onniit discs In drive 1!, £15.00

MicmDuigri Plus - Menudn'i'cnD'l'l‘ pagemmsing package Twodiscs and two manuals. High qualityprint output. For all Ainstmd
CI’C disc machinesWith 1281;. £29 99

Micchsign Extra » Disc of clip-art for use with Miertilksign l’lus Consists of large headline fonts, musical notation symbols,
flowchart symbols ete, ROMIX)S [)20 fonnat £13 99 or .1" disc £14.99

The Maps Lihmries ForMiemlh'stgn Plus:
a) Maps Of The British Isles . Sixteen Hi-Res (256k strip format) iiuips ol' the coastline, motorways, counties and towns oftht: UK.
Rt)M|)0S l)20 formal - £12.99 or 3" fomiutt 2 d )» £14.99
h) World Maps - l’ilteen | li-Resmaps of America, l-Zurope, Asia etc. Rt)Ml)t)S l)20 format - 1.12.99 or 3" format ~ [13.99

Page Printer — 24 pin and ink jet printerdnver for MiemIX-sigri Plus. Easy to use — good quality printouts £9.99

DES - The Desktop Environment System » Sophisticated CPC graphieiil user intertiiee. based on an Apple Maclntosh style WlMl’
enviroiunentl For all (51": disc machines,Disc - £14 99 R( )MS (2) - £24.99

lint - PC to CI’C transfer program, runs underCPM. Allows the user to swap between a PC and the UPC using an interchangeable
dist: format. For all AnistradCl’C dise machinesWilli 128k naming under CI’MJ. £19 9‘)

PnnDos - Superb Disc Operating System for use with large format 15" 1} drives. CompatibleWith and superior to ROMDOS. 'lhis is
the only DOS ROMwhich should lie insened in ROM slot seven thereby freeing an extra slot for more software.1.14.99

III: Basie Ide- ~ Quality Basie tutorial aimed at the competent Basie programmer.Cons s ofa 42 page manual and disc ofexaniple
prograrnslltt 99

Xuor - Sophisticateddisc backup utility, capable of backing up almost all protectedCI’C discsLHB‘J

Soft-Ink V2.3 - Comprehensive tape to disc utility, designed to transfer sixiedloek protectedgames to disc. £14.99

ComSottRambo: - Cased 8 socket Rombox cxmndible to 16 sockets. ideal for DES, Para1)os, Protest etc £35 + £2 prtstage,

THE PROTI'JTSI lITIt' 77wmos!mphlsliculcd wordpmctming{vs/Pm ever developed/2WtheAmrlrarl ( ‘l’( ' computer range, Rivals
16 hit ward [Irm‘t'man in ewe ofust and mngrlq[/2'1:ture,r.

PROI‘EXT - The number one word pmeesser for AmstradCPC computers, Features include, 1"ust text editing, insert/overwritemodes.
full text fol-mating, block functions,on screen help and printer control menu, DISC £15.99 ROM — [22.00

I’ROSPELL - Advancedspell checker for PROTI-IX‘I' Features include. Massive 32,000word dictionary,can check up to 2000 words
per minute,build/ediI/listdictionary,uiilimileddietioruiry sin: and word snitch/anagram feature. Will also check files from other word
[missus DISC ~ £14.99 ROM - £21.00

PROMERGE PLUS - The completemail merge and utility program for 1’R()'11€XT.Features include: Comprehensivemail merge
Illlltzllon,auto retbrrnalingoftext & selecti“: printing ROM versionalso allows Ibl’ two me editing& backgroundprinting as well as
column work. DISC - £14.99 ROM - [21.00

PROPRINT - PROTEXTprint erilianwmentpmgrani, Features include: Multiple fonts Within one document, importof foan from
other CI’C programs, 9 and 24t 1 pin printerdrivers and an integral font designer for creation (il'new fonts/editingol'imporled fonts.
DISC 414,99 ROM A £21.00

DFSTEXT » PowerfulDIES utilitymahling owners (JIM-‘8‘and PRO'I’IiX’I' on RUM to use the DIES graphical interfacewithin I’rolexl.
Features include: UniqueWYSIWYGscreen printing optltm,screen saver & multiple text options. DISC — £9.99

PLEASE ADD £1.00TOALL DISC AND ROM ORDERS FOR IST CLASS POSTAGE IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.
AIR MAIL FOR INTERNATIONAL CUSTOMERS - ADD £2.90 PER ORDER.

CUSTOMERS WISHING TOORDER BY CREDIT CARD PLEASE CALL III-II 554 4735 (24 HR ANSAPHONE)


